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Pyramids fall;
leave losers
By Kris Snow
ing a person came up to me and
UNH Public Safety Director said it was just getting started,"
David Flanders compares them the student said. "She said it'd
to a winter storm-they come been at BC (Boston College) for
in fast and hard, do damage, and two weeks, so I thought it'd last
longer here. But it was really
can't be prevented.
But the effect of last wee- dying."
"Nobody wanted to do it any
kend's "Pyramid" games may
last a little longer than last more," said the student, who
weekend's snowfall. Those in- lost $100.
"Everyone just got caught up
volved early in the get-richquick game may have made in it. I would have been mad if
money, but both officials and I hadn't played and could have
students are quick to point out won," the student continued.
Several people in the stuthat for most, "investing" meant
dent's apartment building lost
losing.
In the game, also called a money playing. In the future
chain distributorship, a pres- investing "in the stock market
ident recruits two vice presi- or something" would be a better
dents, who recruit two managers idea than playing pyramids, the
each. Each of the four managers student said.
"I thought of it as a $100
recruits two workers, who pay
$100 to the president. He then lesson,". said another loser who
steps off the pyramid, which asked to remain unidentified.
"I took the risk, and I'm mad
splits in two and makes each vice
at myself/' the student said. 'Tm
Bart Carithers wandered into the temporary jungle in the Strafford Room of the MUB during president a president.
For a worker to become a not angry at anyone who·won."
the plant sale this week. The sale ends today. (David Drouin photo)
The student estimated that
president, the pyramid must
split three times, and in the $100 about 1000 UNH students pargame version, $2400 must ticipated in the game. 'Tm sure
you can't find anyone on campus
change hands.
In a statement released Tues- who doesn't know somebody
day, UNH Dean of Student who lost a lot of money~ or who
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn called -won a lot of money."
But despite rumors of widestal systems for Residential Life. the game "divisive within the
By W. Glenn Stevens
way into the building.
Apparently the lack of ven- UNH community because it- pread participation in the game,
"There was too much presResidents of Stanton House
were evacuated Monday night sure on the boiler system be- tilation, combined with the dirty reduces friends to mere financial which is actually a class B felony,
because of suspected toxic fumes cause it was dirty," said William boiler system created the un- contributors towards partici- local officials say there have
been no formal complaints.
pants' personal profits."
that had somehow made their Conk, manager of environmen- pleasant fumes.
Flanders said yesterday after"All such schemes eventually
Conk said the air samples
taken from Stanton house produce victims," the statement noon that UNH Public Safety
showed "no hazardous envir- said. One such victim was a received no formal complaints.
UNH junior, who asked to "That puts us in a difficult
onment" in Stanton House.
remain anonymous.
"At about 11 Monday morn- PYRAMID, page 18
"It was a real pain," said
Stanton House resident Dianne
Hoffmann.
"People got watery eyes and
felt real sick," said Hoffmann.
- "They called a meeting at
11 :30 p.m. and said everyone
had to get out," said Hoffmann.
By Andrea Holbrook
the judgement of quality of work
By Kelly Anderson
The Keene State College and the objectivity of the edNancy Kilbride, Kari-Van
Most of the temporarily home(KSC) student newspaper, The itorial board and the paper's
Half of UNH was left in the Office Supervisor, declined to
Equinox, has had its operating advisor, and misuse of stipends less slept in the Fairchild house dark Tuesday morning when a comment on the accident.
The resulting damage to
funds frozen for the 1985-86 and general funds by the edi- lounge or with friends, however Kari-Van collided with a telResidential Life determined the ephone pole, causing a two-hour wires cut off electricity to the
academic year pending an in- torial board.
C. R. Lyle II, The Equinox building safe by 10 a.m. Tuesday, power failure.
area south of College Road and
vestigation of charges that the
pa per' s advisor and editorial advisor, denied that the paper's and residents were able to move
The power failure, which in some buildings in Area II,
board have violated its consti- funds had been frozen. "Oh no, back_in.
began at 6:45 a.m. and lasted including Spaulding and Paul
Since this unpleasant incident until 9:00 a.m. in some areas, Creative Arts Center, Sander.s
that's not true," he said. "You'd
tution.
Residential Life officials have occurred when a Kari-Van driv- said.
Kevin LaBranche, KSC stu- better talk to the editor."
William M. Fosher, The Equi- taken several steps to make sure er hit and knocked over a
The power failure had no
dent body president, said a
member of the editorial board nox executive editor said he is it does not happen again.
telephone pole in the Kari-Van effect on campus computer
brought the charges with the aware that allegations have been
parking lot on College Road, clusters because they are on a
support of the paper's general made but he has yet to be
said John Sanders, Director of separate line, said Thomas Curl
"We've had an independant Plant Maintenance and Engi- of the Computer Services Opstaff to the General Assembly, presented with them.
Raymond A. D' Arche, the company take air samples; we've neering.
erations Department.
KSC's student government.
"I haven't heard anybody
The allegations brought assistant news editor, brought had a chimney sweep done:
UNH Public Safety Major
against The Equinox include: the allegations and a petition We've had the boiler taken apart Roger Beaudoin said he believed screaming, so I assume there
and cleaned, and we've had more the accident was caused when isn't any widespread damage,"
sexual harassment; sexual disSanders said.
crimination; questions about DISCRIMINATION, page 19 ventilation put in," ,said Conk.
the bus' accelerator got stuck.

Stanton House is smoked out

From harassment charges,

Funds are frozen
for the Equinox

K-Van cuts power
lines in Area II
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Silen t Scre am film prov okes loud prote stors
By Deborah Van Winkle
Angry protestors and silent
observers were just a part of the
crowd that watched an abortion
take place in the film, "The
Silent Scream," in the Strafford
Room of the MUB Tuesday.
The pro-life documentary,
shown by the New Testament
Christian Fellowship, a student
organization at UNH, used a
method called ultra sound technolgoy to capture images of a
fetus in motion. A crystal sends
out high frequency sound waves
· which capture the movement

and transmit the image onto a tion Rights . Action League·
screen.
(N ARAL) before becoming a
It is this blurred image of a pro-life advocate.
12-week old fetus on a television
"During 1971 and 1972, I was
screen in which the narrator of the director of the largest aborthe film, Dr. Bernard N. Na- t ion clinic in the Western
thanson, can see, "The fetus World. There a,re 75,000 aborrecoils ... a silent scream frozen tions in my history," said Naon its mouth, its heartbeat thanson in a 1985 New York
visibly accelerated."
"This is the silent scream of
a child threatened eminently
with extinction," says Nathanson.
Nathanson was one of the
founders of the National Abor-

magazine.
In the same article, a former
medical partner said, "He
latches onto movements because
they're out. He yYas in favor of
abortion· when the medical
establishment was opposed to
it; now the Establishment is for
it and he's a ainst."

and nurse·s worRing in abortion
clinics. He said, "you don't hear
women going through abortion
saying this helped my life."
"Abortion is ultimately a
religious issue," said Rankin.

It is due to the use of this ultra
sound imaging that Nathanson
says proves that the fetus is a
real person.
"I am convinced that the
unborn child is now,e- human
being-indisting uishable from
us," said Nathanson.
Nathanson is also concerned
that abortion clinics are being
franchised and says that their
is evidence that these clinics are
falling into the hands of the
mob.
This movie is important in
Nathanson's point of view,
because clinics do not inform
their customers about abortion
procedures and many of them
have no idea as to what an
abortion really is.
The administrator of a New
Hampshire women's health care
pr.aetice, who wished to remain
ap.onymous, disagreed, saying
that 98% of all abortion clinics
make their clients go through
pre-abortion counseling. This
includes options to abortion,
information the actual procedure, and information on possible complications arising from
it.
She also said, "Pre-abortion
counseling probably prevents
more unplanned pregnancies
than any· "Right to Life" movement does. We don't want to
have to see any of our clients
a second time."
Theresa Baker, a member of
the New Testament Christian
Fellowship, said that they are
showing the film to make peo- ·
ple1aware of what abortion is.
"We' re not trying ro push the
pro-life issue as much as just
inform people to what abortion
is all about," said Baker.
"They called me narrowminded and told me that I

ABORTION, page 10 _

SCREAM, page 18

:Chri stian actio n

fight s abor tion
By Andrea Holbrook
The pro-life strategy of the
New England Christian ·Action
Council is to abolish abortion.
John Rankin, the group's ~xecutive director, spoke to more
than 100 people Wednesday
night about abortion and why
it is murder.
Rankin, speaking at the Horton Social ·Science Center in a
program presented by the New
Testament Christian Fellowship
of Durham, gave definitions of
abortion and conception so they
"cannot be challenged by either
the pro-life or pro-choice people," he said.
Rankin defined conception
as the coming together of spermatozoa and ovum in the worn- .
an' s fallopian tube. It is'.imposs ible to use a haploid cell ~a
sperm or ovum] to make a
person, he said.
"You originated from a onecell zygote-the only argument
you have is what value is placed
on a one-celled zygote versus

a three-month old fetus. The
personhood of a fetus is a loaded
term," said Rankin.
The Latin definition of abortion is to "stop from raising."
Rankin's definition is . that
which cuts off. "The only way
a zygote (fertilized egg) will not
be born is through two types
of abortion, spontaneous or
premeditated abortion."
A s pontaneou·s abortion is
better known as a miscarriage,
the body of the mother rejects
the fetus naturally. Premeditated abortion is a rejection of
the fetus induced by man.
"The zygote is a potential
human life, it has the possibility
of becoming a human life. A
one-cell zygote has the potential
to be human and nothing else,
not a monkey, or a worm or
anything else," said Rankin.
"Abortion cuts off the process
of life ... through which every
person has gone through."
Rankin said 5-10 percent of
all abortions are performed in

The New Testament Christian Fellowship sponsored the
controversial film on abortion, "The silent Scream" this week
in the MUB.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
the capacity of protecting the
mothers· life. The NH Feminist'
Health Center in Concord confirmed these figures. "This
means that 95 percent of abortions in America today are for
convenience,'' said Rankin.
"Will we look at the results
of abortion and say that it is
good?" asked Rankin. He cited

the fact that there is a high

-"i> rnq.ut'.' nte~,among doctors

NEWS IN BRIEF
Kissiri~·r the Pigs
On April 14, as part of the Little Royal Livestock
Show, a privileged animal science professor will
get to kiss a pig.
Students, faculty and staff may vote by putting
their money where their favorite animal science
professor's mouth is. The professor with the most
money in his name gets to kiss the pig at noon at
the Little Royal. The voting is currently going on
in Kendall Hall, Room 208, and in Barton Hall.
The l~st_day to-;.ote is Wednesday April 10.
The money raised will help defray the cost of
puttin~ on the show.

Two ·u . S. fighter planes
·_· · ,_· · . crash
' · Two F-16 :fighters collided at 30,000 feet Tuesday
night in Wolfeboro, NH above route 28.
Col. John Anderson bailed out before his jet
crashed after radioing the distress signal. He was
picked up by a Wolfeboro couple a coµple miles
from the crash site.
The secorid pilot, Capt. P_aul G. Worcester, radioed
back to Otis Air Force Base that he was ~'limping
hoine." •· ·
.
.
B~th pilots were reported in ·fine co.ndition by
_a Pease Ait Force Base spokesman. The two had
be,en on a routine tpiining mission when they
~rashed.·
.

Aucklan d or Oakland ?
An American Michael Lewis, 22, added 12,000
miles to his journey home from a vacation in West
Germany.
·
Lewis landed at Los Angeles Airport and intended
to catch a flight home to Oakland, 400 miles north.
Lewis followed the rest of the crowd getting off
the New Zealand plane. When asked where he was
going, he said Oakland and was given a boarding
pass and got back on the same plane. He didn't
realize the mistake until Tahiti was mentioned
during an inflight announcement.
Air New Zealand officials said they were obliged
to provide Lewis with a return ticket to Los Angeles. ·
He headed home after reaching LA.

Mao guilty of stealing kiss
Scott R. Bowden, 31, of Nashua, was -convicted
of stealing a kiss from an uncooperative _sales clerk
in a department store in Nashua District Court
this week.
Bowden walked up to an Almy's sales clerk,
Rh9nda Delisle, grabbed her arm, put his arm around
her waist, pulled her to·w ard him and kissed her
on the cheek.
·
Nashua Poli~e believed _it is the first time anyone
has been pros~cuted for such an incident. Bowden
could be fined as much as $1,000 or be sentenced
for up to one year in the county House of Corrections.
I

New NH teacher s must
_pass skjlls exam
Starting next winter on December 1, teachers
who want to be certified in NH for the first time
.will have to' take a basic skills test to get their
certification.
The test, which is like the SAT, has no set passing
grade. _Each state sets their own standard. NH has
yet to set a passing grade for the test.

Durham cleans its streets
Durham Director of Public Works George
Crombie said crews will start sweeping the streets
on April 15 and will finish in May. The crews will
work in 16 hour shifts from 7 am to 11 pm.
The reason the streets are being swept is· "Cause
they're dirty," said Owen Durgin, a board member. ·

The New Hampst er
. In The New Hampster on Tuesday, April 2 tht;
photo run with the spoof "Sexfright" was no~
intended to malign the perso'n in the photo, Charlene
Donahue, or anyone else connected with the UNH
Dance Theatre company. It should not be construed
in any way to be a reflection on the individual or
the company.
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Student Body President candidate faces issues
By Ken Fish

Student voters now have
another choice for Student Body
President (SBP). Michael Patrick Campbell will run, as a
write-in candidate, because he
says the people already running
~re not dealing with student
issues.
Voting for the positions of
SBP and Student Body Vice
President (SBVP) will be held
March 9 and 10.
Campbell or Pat, as he like
to be called, a junior History
major, says he wants to run for
the position because no one else
has taken the interest to run

included among other government areas to help reduce the
deficit) "bloody stupid."
"I don't think the cuts were
designed to do that (decrease
the deficit). They're to get state
universities to be less flamboyant with their budgets," Campbell says. "Unfortunately, it's
the students who, in the end,
will suffer ... And this defeats
the purpose of low-cost state
universities."
If the University is to keep
its low-cost attraction, he says,
it should be able to provide
cheap housing as well for students. "People shouldn't have
to be kicked off ,::1 mpns The
University should provide (sufficient) housing for the students
who want to live on campus."
He also says he disagrees with
Residential Life's decision to
_eliminate triples by converting
them into doubles. "I lived in
a triple last semester with two
other people who were completely different from me and
I got along with both of them.
It'-s an aspect of University
education to learn about dealing
with different people in different situations, not just reading
books."
Campbell says he thinks the
Greek Svstem also forms an

against an uncontested ballot
or face the issues. He has no one
running for SBVP on his ticket.
A disc jockey at WUNH,
Campbell says he cannot believe
that Deanne Eithier, who is
running for SBP with Jeff Foy,
who is running for SBVP, said
"nothing about tuition or student financial aid."
"I would think that if she's
really concerned about students
getting a good education, she
should consider this as her
major issue," he says.
He calls President Ronald
Reagan's proposed cuts in student financial aid (which is

Building crimes
increase at UNH
By Bob Burns
University building-related
crime has risen 58 percent in
the past month over the period
of the beginning of school to .
the end of February, according
to Public Safety reports.
In the same time period, a 64
percent increase of correlated
thefts was also reported. Although these numbers reflect
a general increase in the crime
rate University-wide, Public
Safety Sergeant Robert Prince
said there is no reason to think
this is "something new and
different."
"There's really nothing you
can do about a situation like this
because most of the time you
have nothing to go by," said
Prince.
The 58 percent increase includes r~ported crimes from
Dimond Library, residence halls,
and academic rooms and offices.
Twenty-six thefts were reported
from January 28 to February 28,
while 45 thefts were reported
from March 1 to the present.
A set of grandmaster keys was
stolen last semester from a
Public Safety employee's locker.
These keys allow access to
almost all academic and resi-

dence buildings ori campus.
However, Beaudon said, although the theft of the keys and
the continuing rash of
University-related thefts may
be related, "you cannot solely
draw a conclusion from that."
He said Public Safety will
continue its investigations and
asks that all related thefts be
reported to Public Safety.

Sea Grant award
for magnetic work
By Jim Bumpus

The University of New
Hampshire/University of
Maine Sea Grant Program announced March 30 it was
awarded a $322,200 grant by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).
The money will be used to
continue research in the development of underwater remote
control and magnetic detection.
Brian Doyle, Director of Sea

Pollution hazards
bind us together
By Michelle Bolduc
"In many ways the environment binds us all together more
than any other issue," Konrad
Von Moltke told an audience
in his lecture "Protecting the
European Environment: Coping
with International lnterdependence."
Currently a board member of
the World Resources Institute
in Washington D.C. and a
former director of the Institute
of European Environmental
'd "Th
p 1. v M I k
e_re
t e sai
<? icy, onfew environmental
very
are
issues that one can do just on
the national level."
"The US is beginning to reach
the point where a country runs
out of national solutions and
has to deal more actively in the
international level," he said.
Von Moltke said environmental threats faced by nations
transcend the capacity of even
the most powerful governments
to deal with them individually.
"The US is beginning to reach
the point where a country ·runs

°

Grant Marine Advisory, said the
research is being done at the
Marine Systems Engineering
Laboratory at Kingman Research Farm in Madbury, New
Hampshire.
Doyle called the grant a "passthrough" grant because it was
awarded in addition to the
regular grant awarded every two
years.
He said the grant will be used
for research on two projects.
The first project is the improvement of magnetometers.
They are devices which measure
levels of magnetism over an
area.
"They are used by the military
and others to look for magnetic
anomalies such as downed submarines, wrecked planes, and
geological formation," Doyle
· said.
Doyle said the research could
also be used for locating underwater mines.
"The project has real implications for military applications," he said.

has to deal more actively in the
international level," he said.
Von Moltke said th ere are
four major enviromental issues
which would require substantial
interaction between the US a nd
other countries. They include
air pollution, toxic substance
control, hazardous wastes and
the world agricultural market,
he said.
"Everyday species are disappearing and unless we all act
together, we will all fail together," he said.
"The threats are real and they ·
transcend the capacity of national governments to deal with
them alone, even governments
as powerful as the US," he said.
That power and size mean the
US is unaccu sto med to looking
to other countries for solutions
to problems, Von Moltke said.
"The United States will ultimately conform to the patterns
of the European community
rather than their own patterns
particularly in th e issue of toxic
_ subst ance control," he said.

The other project is the
development of what Doyle
called a "prototype pilot" for
Portsmouth harbor.
The pilot is a computer systern to aid vessels entering
Portsmouth harbor. If the vessel
is equipped with the pilot
software in its computer, the
pilot relays all the information
needed to enter Portsmouth
harbor, such as tideS, wi nds ,
dep ths , a nd 0th er haza rd s,
Doyle said.
The project would be teS t ed
in Portsmou th harbor to see if
th is syS tem would work all over
th e country, he said.
Doyle said th e prototype pilo·r ·_
could lead to th e replacement ·
of charts in some instances.

Michael Patrick Campbell will be running a write-in candidacy
for Student Body President.(David Drouin photo)
percent who want to learn, I
don't think the source should
be cut off."
He attacks the proposed
changed in late add/ drop fees
from $10 to $25, calling them
a disgrace. "It's just another way
of sapping bucks from the
studentbody;$10is~nough,$25
is jus~, rubbing salt in the
wound.
Referring to Eithier's comment that she would make a
good administrator, Campbell
aspects ... it'd (the Greek system) says, ·•1 am the furthest thing
be less of a controversy."
from a politician. I just think
Campbell says he believes the I can do a better job than the
UNH Administration has cer- · two people who. are running."
tain faults which keep it from
Campbell says he invites a
seeing student's problems.
debate, preferable next Monday,
"I can't believe we run an with the other candidates to
educational establishmen ( the discuss their views with each
library) on party-time," he says, other and the student body.
referring to the early closing
times on Saturdays. "For the five
important part of university
life, but has been maligned by
students who dwell on the
Greek's "rambunctious actions."
"One of the advantages of the
Greek System is that when
individuals seek their goals, they
know they have support from
their brothers and sisters," he
says.
"If the University and the
Greek System," he says, "were
to promote some of their better

Police drop case
a.-gainst fraternity
By Ed Garland

The Durham Police Department has dropped any further
investigation into possible hazing incidents and open container
violations against Sigma Beta.

"If we should find
Sigma Beta guilty of
hazing, we will enforce some kind of
punishment."

Greg Nowlin, president of
Sigma Beta, said, "The police
said there was no reason to
continue an in:vestigation. They
pressed us pretty hard for a
while but finally dropped the
matter."

complaint which involved several men in the back of a vehicle,
but no violations were committed. No charges were pressed
and the investigation w~s
dropped.
Vittum said the police department's main concern was any
possible open container violations and that hazing incidents
were the responsibility of UNH.
Richard Thompson, president of the lntrafraternity Council (IFC) said, "We're going to
contact the Durham police to
see what they have to say about
the incident, then we're going
to find out what Beta has to say
about it. If we should find Sigma
Beta guilty of hazing, we will
enforce some kind of punishment."

Thompson said Sigma Beta
will appear before the IFC next
Tuesday at 5 p.m. to come to
some sort of conclusion.
Dean of Student Affairs J.
. Greg Sanborn said he is aware
Lieutenant Donald Vittum, the incident did occur and said
of the Durham Police Depart- Dean Bill Kidder is looking into

. ~~~~!~at~~~!~~l~~~o_n!'_a_R_d_->_ :_-_-_-_- _-_ :-=.-_-_-_-_ :-_-_ -_-_--: -:--..-_-_·. ~ ~ -_ -_--: --_-_ -_-_--- -- - - - -- --_-_-ment:Sa1e:Lihey. r«ewMtl-noise---the-maiter.:.:_:_:_ _____ .: =-~: :,-
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;P rofessors go low for cheap computers
By Ken Fish
Two UNH professors have
struck a deal with Computer
Devices, Inc. to sell a complete
portable microcomputer syst~m
for five times less than the gomg
market price.

Robert Henry and Charles
Goodspeed, both civil engineering associate professors, worked
out the deal because they wanted
to offer students strapped for
money a microcomputer with
everything a student could want
for under $500.
Goodspeed said the Intel 8088
microcomputer, with a 128k
bytes random access memory
(RAM), built-in screen and
printer, said the machine was
a "dead product" to the company.
"They ( the company) had to
file a Chapter 11 (bankruptcy)
on this product line, but the
company is still in business,"
he said.
Goodspeed said the company
will also offer a maintenance
agreement for repairs on the

machine, even though it is no
· longer in production.
He said the problem with the
computer i_sn't in the quality.
It was just not an "IBM clone."
People want a letter-quality
printer, not a thermal printer,
they wanted a five and a quarter
inch disc, not a three and a half
inch disc...they wanted color
graphics, not black and white
screens," he said.
Despite the problems the
company found in marketing
a computer which IBM has
already improved on, Goodspeed said the machine has many
advantages a college student
with limited funds would find
attractive.

which is considered in the
computer market as a given .
standard for most computers.
"We wrote a proposal to
Apple Corporation three years
ago and got 15 of their computers free for the Civil Engineering department" Goodspeed
said. The computers now form
a clus·ter for the department's
use.
He said other engineering

He said one problem with the
computer is the price of the
additional 128k RAM unit
which is offerred as an option
for $190.
"Most additional memury
goes for $50 or $60; they're
trying to recoup their losses.
But we're trying to negotiate
a lower price with the company
on that," Goodspeed said.

Nuclear costs underestimated

By Francoise von Trapp
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) estimated cost of construction and
maintenance of long-term nuclear waste disposal facilities
"It operates very quietly, it could easily be doubled, says
can work in a non-air- UNH Associate Professor of
conditioned environment, and Economics Richard Mills.
it has an MS-DOS operating
system, something Apple Ils
Costs have been estimated at
$4.5 billion to $7 billion for the
don't have."
building of the first facility, to
be completed by 1998, says the
MS-DOS is the hardware
which serves as the brain of the US Office of Civilian Radioacmicrocomputer. It has the cap- tive Waste Management
ability to run IBM software, (OCRWM).

Eye filters help man's sight
By Mark Micciche
How many photons are absorbed by the retinal receptors
after they pass through the lens
and ocular medium?
This question is not .necessarily on everyone's lips, but it
was the hot topic of a presentation given by Dr. William
Wooten yesterday afternoon as
part of the Psychology department's colloquium series.
The answer to the question
is about 10 percent at a frequency of 500 nanometers which
approximates the light we see
as blue.
Wooten's presentation of
research at Brown University
entitled "Roles of Ocular Filters
in Human Vision" deals with
the elements of the eye that
filter light before it reaches
. receptor cells in the retina. The
two areas of this filtering are
the lens itself and a pigment on
the surface of the retina.
As a beam of light enters the
eye, light particles (called photons) hit the receptor cells in the
retina. Some photons pass between receptors and others are
scatterred by the ocular meduim.
The majority of the photons are
absorbed by the macular pigment on the surface of the retina
bove the receptors. Light must
pass through this layer before
we perceive it.
The macular pigment appears
yellow. This is because it absorbs
short-wave light such as blue
and violet as well as ultraviolet
which is beyond the range of
human vision.
The first of these theories
deals with acuity. The phenomenon of chromatic aberration
where the eye has a different
focal length for each color plays
an important role in this theory.
An eye normally focused at the
middle of the spectrum will be
out of focus in one end of the
range: the violet and UV range.
When the macular pigment
abosrbs these wavelengths, visual acuity is supposedly improved.
.
Wooten said he wants to

departments are also looking
for micromputers to make their
own clusters.
Goodspeed said the variety
of the programs offered will
make it especially useful for
engineers (Fortran, PASCAL),
business majors (Multiplan,
Volkswriter Word processing),
and liberal arts students
(Volkswriter.)

Mills said DOE knows little erational costs. He said water
about building such a facility flow will hi:ive to be monitored,
because they have never built as well as temperature gradients
one before. "There is no incen- in different levels of the waste
tive to build one safe and cheap, dump.
there is only incentive to build
Presently, storage containers
it safe."
only last 50 years. If there is any
He said this was because the new breakthrough in longer
government is building the lasting containers, the waste will
facility, but the nuclear power have to be exhumed and repackaged, .said Mills.
He said unless the Public
plant companies pay for it. He Utilities
Commission require
compared it to a job done by a
companies to build a larger
construction company. They escrow
account for nuclear
have an incentive to build it safe, waste, future
rate payers will
but no incentive to cut costs be paying
for the waste of
because they do not have to pay people who
currently benenfit
for it.
from nuclear power.
Under the Nuclear Waste Act
Currently, high-level radioacof
1982, the costs of building
tive nuclear waste is being
stored at the plants in steel tanks waste storage facilities have
resembling swimming pools. been divided into two categories.
The nulear power plants, the
Mills says something must be
"owners
of the waste," are
done soon. The plants will have
to either move the waste, build responsible for paying the full
more pools, or shut down, all cost, including building and
operating costs, of the disposal
of which are expensive.
·Although some operational sites.
The disposal of current waste,
costs have been anticipated, Mills
fuel
being used now, will be paid
says he thinks they will be
considerably higher. "They can't by the public through their
just bury it and forget it," he electric bills. -The charge is
estimated at one mil (one tenth
said.
of a cent) per kilowatt hour.
The repositories will be unEach utility contacts the £>OE
derground mines. They will to come up with a fixed price
remain open for 70-90 years for' the waste. The price should
while being filled, and than be equal to one mil per kilowatt
entombed. The waste sites, liour. The money will be put into
which may be highly radioactive a trust fund, The Nuclear Waste
for 1,500 years, will have to be Fund, to be used towards buildcontinually monitored.
ing and operating the reposiMills says the major unknown tories.
costs will be the ongoing op-

TheNewHampshire
Bill Wooten spoke on the roles of ocular filters in human vision,
Thursday.(Meg Baker photo)

locate and measure the macular
pigment in a living human eye.
Previous research has been done
only on tissues from cadavers.
Wooten does not strongly support this theory, saying it is
"Kind of a left-handed way of
improving visual . acuity by
screening out short wavelength
light."
The acuity theory predicts the
best acuity in the center of the
retina where the least amount
of pigment is present to interfere with light entering. Wooten's own research contradicts
this. He found the highest

concentration of macular pigment in the center where it was
not expected.
Wooten advocates a "protection hypothesis " in which the
pigment protects the delicate
retina from UV damage. When
UV light damages cells, it, ,
creates free radicals (an unstable
chemical form) which are normally carried away by the circulatory system. Since the
number of blood vessels in this
immediate area is low, "the
pigment appears to quench
these free radicals," Wooten
said.

has the following positions open
for the 1985-86 academic year: ·

Editor in Chief
2 News Editors
2 Forum Editors
Features editor
Photo Editor
Graphic Manager
Assistant Business Manager ·
Advertising Associate

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R.oom

151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s1:1bscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographi~al or other err~rs, but will reprin~ that .P~rt
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, 1f nottf !ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
1S 1 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. l 0,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Applications available in Room 151 MUB.
Applications due April 5th at 4:00 p.m.
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Ba rto n run s .the NH gau ntl et
By David Olson
The House and Senate concurred Wednesd ay on the NH
Fast Track Capital Spendin g
Bill, which includes the proposal
for a $2.3 million addition to
Barton Hall, sending it to Governor John Sununu for approval,
said Gene Savage, vice chancellor of the Universi ty Systems
Relations office.
"Govern or Sununu should
receive the bill early next week,"
said Savage. "Everyth ing looks
as if it is all on course," he said.
-The bill passed through the
House and Senate last week but
the Senate added an amendme nt
f u1cing the bill back to the

House for re-appro val. The
House did not approve the resubmitted proposal, said Thompson School Director Lewis Roberts.
This forced a meeting of the
Comittee of Conferen ce to attempt to resolve the differences.
The committe e is comprise d of

members of both the House and house in Littleton." .
The Barton Hall proposal has
Senate.
in the legislativ e process
been
The Committ ee resolved all
decade. If Governo r
over
for
said
Friday,
last
es
differenc
the bill, it will be
signs
Sununu
Savage.
ded academic
state-fun
first
the
not
was
ent
amendm
"The
Universi ty-relate d," said Sav- building for the Universi ty in
age, "it had to do with a court- over fifteen years.

a

S TVN: Pu glis i say s
stu den t aid nee ded
By Patricia O'Dell"
The students are the future

of the state of New Hampshi re

and they deserve support, both
from the federal and the state
governm ent, according to Student Senator Bill Puglisi, Chairman of Students for the University Council.
Puglisi spoke about President
Ronald Reagan's proposed financial aid cuts. He answered

Co rre cte d ·Gr an ite
rea dy for stu den ts
By Chris Heisenberg
The 1984 Granite is now
available for distributi on, after
numerou s producti on and editing problem s forced a delay
in the original schedule , said

BETH ORZECHOWSKI

Granite chief photogra pher Dan
Splaine.
"The whole problem was that
every mistake was overlook ed
by Judy (White, the editor of
the 1984 Granite) twice. You
get two sets of proofs (copies
of the book as it will appear in
print) to check, and multiple
errors that should have been
caught were missed," said current Editor Beth Orzechowski.
When the yearbook first
arrived for distributi on, it had
several problem s. "When it
arrived it had poor quality
binding and printing quality,"
Splaine said. "Some of the
problems were also the responsibility of last year's editor, Judy
White."
When these problem s were
pointed out to Taylor Publishin g
Co., the company decided to
recall and reprint the book.
While correctin g the problems
with the binding and printing,
they also fixed the problems for

GRANIT E, page 19

question s posed by a panel of
interview ers during a Student
Televisio n Network (STVN)
show.
Some students will not be able
to afford a college education if
Reagan's proposed cuts go
through, Puglisi said.
"There's a lot of people who
might fall by the wayside, who
might not be able to go to this
school."
Included in Reagan's proposed cuts are a family income
ceiling of $32,500 for Guaranteed Student Loan eligibilty.
Puglisi said students deserve
some financial aid. Both the
state and federal governm ent
should pay their fair share, he
said.
The cuts in financial aid will
have their greatest effect on the
middle class. "And that's where
most of the people at this school,
and at a lot of other schools in
this state, are from," he said.
"The state and the country
should help support the future
of this country. And the future
of this country is you and me,"
he added.
Puglisi said it is unfair to
single out federal financial aid
for budget cuts. "I think every
of governm ent, from the
end
.
Defense Departm ent to Guaranteed Student Loans, and
everyth ing in betwee neverybod y's going to have to
make a sacrifice .. .! think it's too
selfish to say student aid and
student funding should go
through the roof and everythin g
else should be cut. We need
defense just as much as we need
education," Puglisi said.
"We do need to make sacrifices. As to how much, I'll leave

STVN, page 18

FRIDAY , April 5
MUB PLANT SALE: Great plants at reasonab le prices.
Strafford and Durham Rooms, MUB. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATE R COMPAN Y: Modern dance, ballet,
and 1· azz. Johnson Theater, PCAC, 8 p.m. General, $4; students,
facu ty, staff, alumni, and senior citizens, $3.

SATURD AY, April 6
SOFTBALL: Women vs. Connecticut. Field House, 1 p.m.
UNH DANCE THEATE R COMPA NY: Johnson Theater
~~AC. General, $4; students, faculty, staff, alumni, and senio;
c1t1zens, $3.
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: An entertain ment alternativ e with
live music ~ve~y Saturday evening. Devine ground floor lounge.
8 .P.111. - u11uu1glu .

SUNDA Y, April 7
NEW CONNEC TIONS: A monthly tv magazine about the
Universit y and its people. Channel 11, 2:30 p.m.
TUESDA Y, April 9
HUMAN ITIES-LE CTURE SERIES: "Romanti cism: Literature
and Thought. " R. Alberto Casas, Spanish and Classics. Room
216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
THE VISUAL ARTS AND THE PHYSIC AL SCIENC ES
IN THE AGE OF UNCERT AINTY: "Color, Perceptio n and
Technolo gy," John Roy, Universit y of Massachusetts. Room
A-218, Paul Arts Center 12:40-2 p.m.
LACROSSE: Men vs. Holy Cross. Cowell Stadium, 2 p.m.
BASEBALL: Men vs. Connecticut, Brackett Field, 3 p.m.
CAREER PLANNI NG WORKS HOP: Finding a job. Grafton
Room, MUB, 4-5: 30 p.m.
MARA THON ADVISI NG SESSIO N. For Liberal Arts
students, talk with faculty; stude~ts staff Ap;il 15 & 16, 12:002 :30 in the Hillsboro ugh-Sull 1van room rn the MUB. For
more informati on contact Kathleen Seger, c/ o Student Senate.
MUSIC DEPAR TMENT CONCER T: Th~ S1;1onare Piano
Trio. Ruth Edwards , piano; Roy Mann, v10lrn; and La~ry
Veal, cello. Works by Brahms and Mozart. Durham Evangelical
Ch1~rch, 8 p.m. .

*Seasonal Color Analysis
* Facials
* Body waxing
* Ear pier~ing

* Custom designed perms
* Hints of tints haircolor ing

* Partial Perming

PLUS

THE BEST HAIRCUTS IN TOWN!!

.

HAIR
ONLli
35 Main St.
Durham

868-7051
walk-in or appt.

OPEN 7 DAYS
- -

UniversityTheater
THE UNH DANCE THEATER
COMPANY
Annual Concert
Directed by Larry Robertson, Jean Brown,
Gay Nardone
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
Universit y of New Hampshi re
Durham
April 4-6 at 8 p.m:
April 10 at 2 p.m.
April 11-13 at 8 p.m.
Preview: April 3 at 8 p.m.

with the
Lord Hall and Lambda Chi faced off in floor hockey this week. Lord came away
I
win.(Dav id Drouin photo)
I

, General: $4
UNH Students /Employe es/Alumn i and
Senior Citizens: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603} 862-2290
Dinner Theat~r Package -New England Center Restaurant

1

t
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NOTICES
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: All are welcome. Mondays, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 12:15 to 1 p.m.

UNH WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Members
planning on attending game dinner must attend.
Monday, April 8, Room 215, Pettee Hall, 7 p.m. ·
CENTRAL AMERICAN TEACHERS TOUR:
Sponsored by Committee on Central America. Two
speakers from Guatemala and Costa Rica. Monday,
April 8, Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Come and get involved, everyone welcome.
Tuesdays, Room 325, Horton, 12:30 p.m.
· FORUM ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE: Sponsored
hy Non-Traditional Student Program and the
Women's Commission. Tuesday, April 9, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 to 6 p.m.
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Plan upcoming
events,-spring horse trials, video. New members
welcome. Tuesday, April 9, Light Horse Classroom,
6:30 p.m.
HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL
WASTE DUMPS IN N.H: A lecture. Wednesday,
April 10, Woodruff House, 7 p.m.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE: "48 Hours." Wednesday, April 10, Catholic
Student Center, 7:30 p.m. No charge.
LA TIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "Letter From
Morazan/ A Time of Daring," films about the
current civil war in El Salvador. Thursday, April
11, Room 110, Murkland, 7 and 9 p.m. $!/students,
$2/public.
CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Monday, April
8, Forum Room, Library, noon.

MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Monday, April
8, Balcony Table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30
p.m.
FINDING A JOB: Sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement. Tuesday, April 9, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m . .
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
RESOURCE ECONOMICS?": Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Thursday, April 11, Senate
Room, Memorial Union, 1 to 2 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed

below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING SOS (VMS): SOS is a line-oriented
text editor used to create and edit files. This course
provides instruction for using SOS under
VAX/VMS. Prerequisites: Beginning VAX/VMS.
Tuesday, April 9 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.
WORD-PROCESSING SEMINAR SERIES: Series
focuses on word-processing programs available
for microcomputers. The topic for April's seminar
is an overview of spelling checker programs
available for use with WordScar. SpellStar and
CorreccScar will be discussed. A working knowledge
of WordStar is assumbed. Wednesday. April 10
from 2 to 4 p.m.
BEGINNING MS-DOS: Course teaches the basics
of the MSDOS 16-bic operating system. The course
is not specific co a particular application or setting
but covers those features and facilities available
on a typical microcomputer using this operating
system and its derivatives, PCOOS (IBM PC) and
ZOOS (Zenith). Prerequisites: Using Microcomputer Systems or experience with another microcomputer operating system. Thursday, April 11
from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.
GENERAL
SUMMER JOBS: Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities/Student Job Board. Check out the huge
listing of summer jobs at the Student Job Board,
East/West Lounge in the Memorial Union.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: The Department of Recreational Sports is looking for people
with specializations in arts and crafts, aquatics,
nature, music, drama, sports, and small crafts to
work as counselors at Camp Wildcat, a day camp
for children age 6 to 11. Camp runs from June 24August 4, weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the UNH Field House. For information, call Berrie
Donovan, 862-2031.
WUNH FUNDRAISING MARATHON: Fundraising events include giveaways, contests, prizes,
fun! Live Ramones in MUB PUB, Friday, April
12; Scruffy the Cat & Cyclones at Stone Church,
Saturday, April 13. April 8 through April 14, 91.3
on your FM Dial.
MURKLAND CLUB LECTURE SERIES-GERMAN & RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT: "Positive
and Negative Terms in English and South African
English: A Language Apart," Professor James
Sherman. Presentations deal with teaching English
as a foreign language, specifically: 1) stylistics
for business people, journalists, policicans and
2) ethno-cultural variances from General English.
Monday April 8, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts
Center, 7:30 to 9 p.m.

r-----------------------------.l
Subscribe to The New Hampshire
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Get-em
while they're hot at

Suzie's Steam ed
Hot Dogs & Keilbasa

East-West Park near"the Quad
Open Mon. - Fri. 10:30 am - 5 pm
(Chili, Cheese, Kraut plus reg.)

Crop walks fight
famine and drough t
By Catarina de Carvalho
Religious groups on and off
campus are walking together
co increase nationwide efforts
to eliminate worldwide famine
and drought disasters.
The organization goes by the
name of "Crop" but is part of
an internationally known charity organization called Church
World Service (CWS).
Crop is gathering sponsors
and walkers for their April 14
annual Crop Walk in the wake
of new-born U.S. concern for
di.3a3tcr-3trickcn nation3.

"We're walking to give food,
but we're also walking to prevent famine from happening
again," said Coordinator John
White, from the Catholic Student Organization. Bob
Spraigue, a coordinator for
Crop, said the majority of awareness and concern has come from
an enthusiastic student body.
"We have twice as many
students this year (participating
in Crop) than last year while
the number of community
members has stayed the same,"
he said.
Aside from emergency relief,
which some feel is not the real
solution to ending the disaster,
CWS funnels its greater efforts
into helping nations develop
self-sufficient economies. Part
of their major efforts provide
technology for better food production, tools and education.
The money they raise from
walks, a $6.5 million target for
1985, will be distributed through
Chrisitian organizations and
other affiliated churches in the
severest hit areas of the .world.
The Crop Walk, if it proves
as successful as coordinator John
Tousignant said he hopes, will
collect close to $10,000 from
sponsors to be funneled into
major funds of the CWS.
In 1983, CWS collected more
than $40 million. Seven of that
$40 million went towards long
term development of other
nations, while close to $6 million went towards emergency
relief. Twenty-five percent of
the joint funds came from
community appeals such as the
Crop walks around the country.
People are more concerned
with short term reliefs and
fewer with long term relief, said

Bob Spraigue, a coordinator for
Crop.
CWS agrees that long term
related efforts will prevent
those emergencies from reoccuring.
Preventing disasters of
drought and famine in thirdworld countries such as in Africa
is CWS's primary concern,
which differentiates their efforts from other emergency
reliefs. Comparatively, Catholic
charities whose concerns are
emergency reliefs only, recieve
considerably more funds than

CWS, said Spraigue.
"If I was thirsty and you gave
me the choice of having a glass
of water or a well, I'd take the
well," said Spraigue in describing the function and purpose
of CWS.
"We want to put the reoccuring emergencies out of business
by digging wells to prevent
droughts," he said.
CWS is partly dedicated to
poverty-stricken US Citizens
and foreign refugees in this
country.
"Twenty percent of the money raised last year was used for
projects in NH to help the
hungry," said Tousignant.
Ninety cents out of the donated dollar goes directly towards relief, he said, which is
more than other charity groups
can say.
"Many people don't trust such
organizations or don't feel that
it will_help the countries out of
a crisis, but our efforts are a
major step in the right direction," said Tom Lacy, coordinator from the Protestant Student Gathering.
As the crisis becomes larger
and people become more aware
of the severity of the situation,
partly through media, and
through group efforts, participation in the Crop Walk is
growing at an equally rapid rate.
The walk, he said, depends
on word of mouth and the
amount of involvement that it
can bring about.
Spraigue said, "When someone sees a group of five hundred
people walking together, they'll
stop and wonder what it's for.
If we can raise people's conciousness the money almost
comes second."

Alcoho l award for
Health Servic es
By Carrie Keating
The UNH Health Services
received a national award of
merit this week for its outstanding programming during last
October's Alcohol Awareness
Week.
The National Student Personnel Adminstrators (NASp A) presented the honor to
UNH health educator Steven
Dieleman during NASPA's national conference earlier this
week.
UNH competed for the award
with other colleges across the
country based on reports of each
university's activities and participation during the week.
Colleges participate in Alcohol
Awareness Week by conducting
programs and education seminars to heighten student and
community ..awar.enes,5 and.to

address the problem of alcohol
abuse.
Dieteman and drug and alcohol educator, Kathleen GildeaDinzeo of Health Services conducted more than 100 alcohol
education workshops for various
groups on campus over the last
three years. During Alcohol
Awarness Week at UNH more
than 40 UNH offices and student organizations were involved in panel discussions,
campus workshops, and alternative beverage happy hours.
Health Services is already in
the planning stages for next
year. Next Fall's Alcohol Awareness Week will feature a theme
and dynamic guest speaker,
Gildea-Dinzeo said, as well as
campus-wide happy hours in
each dining hall and partipation
by the Greek system.
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Homophobics fear unknown
By Kris Lenfest
"Fear of homosexuals hurts
us all," said Leaf Seligman,
coordinator of the MUB panel
discussion on homophobia held
Wednesday. :lt keeps us in rigid
sex roles and makes it harder
to create the coalitions we need.
All of us, homosexual or heterosexual, suffer because of i~,:;...··
The panel, which included
Seligman, Liz Gauffreau, Bob
Schirmer, and Patsy Schweickart
led the group of fifty in a
discussion to recognize homophobia, understand it, and try
to do something about it.
"Homophobia is a problem

people to repress their fears of
homosexuals if they find it
uncomfortable," said Seligman.
"I want them to ask themselves
why they feel this way. It doesn't
help to be sorry you are homophobic, you have to explore it
and feel it's okay."
Patsy Schweickart, an English
professor on the panel, said it
was absurd to be making such
a big problem out' of homosexuality.
·
"Homophobia is a disease,"
she said, "that grows out of a
fear of being different in a
competitive society where heterosexuality is flaunted as the

we have to recognize in our-

norm."

homosexuals and beins comfor-

selves," said Seligman. "We
have to think about it and feel
comfortable with it."
"As a lesbian, I'm not asking

"Gay rights are put in the
same category with abortion,
pprnography, teenage pregnancy, divorce, and drug addiction,

table and friendly with them can
de-mystify the whole gay mys-

most all of which are heterosexual problems," said Schweickart. "What's wrong with rights?
We live in a country where
rights are important...
·Schweickart gave two examples of homophobics. "There
are the people who harasss
homosexuals, whose intent is
to hurt, and there are the benign
types who censor any knowledge
of homosexuals out of their
lives. But the world is not made
up only of heterosexuals and
homophobia doesn't allow us
to cultivate our touch with this
other part of humanity."
Seligman said getting to know

Panelists spoke to a small audience on the subject of homophobia
in the MUB on Wednesday.(Karen Jewett photo)
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Fairchild helps with a song
By Michelle Bolduc
The 43 residents of Fairchild
Hall's second floor have each
ordered a copy of the 45 record
"We are the World" by the
group of American recording
artists called "USA for Africa,"

of the proceeds from the $1.85
record will go to the starving
in Africa, and 15 cents will go
to the UNH/Durham CROP
WALK, a walkathon sponsored
by the Church World Service
to fund hunger programs overseas and in the U.S.
United Support of Artists for
Africa (USA for Africa) is a non.profit corporation formed to
help the millions of suffering
people in Africa and the U.S.
All profits from the record
sales will go to USA for Africa,
who have pledgP.d to contribute
them to help meet emergency
needs in those countries.
Merrill handed out a ditto to
the residents explaining her idea
and, "Within five minutes people were at the door with their
two dollars."
"We collected eighty six dollars in less than twenty-four
hours," she said.
"The diverse personalities
of the recording arti,s ts acted
as an inspiration to unify the
diverse personalities on the
floor and to work together for
a common goal," she said.
Charlene Pierce, a resident
of the floor, said, "Despite all
of our floors differenc~s, the
thought of the situation in
Africa
draws us-together with
Some of the residents of Fairchild Hall joined in the campaign
a feeling of compassion and a
to aid the starving people in Africa.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)
need to reach out and do something."
"Each time I heard the song
WORLD, page 19
in an attempt to help the world
hunger problem and to unify
the dormitory floor's residents.
According to Karen Merrill,
the second floor resident assistant (RA), each person on the
floor donated $2. Ninety percent

SUMMER JOBS

Cape Cod and the islands of Nantucket and Martha's
Vineyard have more good paying jobs open to studen'ts
and teachers this summer than ever before. Most require
no previous experience.
There are no employment fees.
For further. info on the many kinds of jobs available
and how to apply send a LONG self-addressed
STAMPED envelope today to:

Cape Cod Summer Jobs
Box 594, Room 90
Barnstable, MA 02630

~~~~~~~~~~~

RAPE MYTH

Are you interested in alternate technology,
possible solutions to
some Third World Problems, teaching ·experience, small scale
agriculture. and/or writing for publication?
ThentheWindfarm
Museum subsistence pay five week summer

Myth:
"Women are raped by
strange men in dark alleys."

Fact:

internshiponMartha's
.
Vineyard may be for you. For information write
Windfarm Museum,
RFD #2, Box 86. Martha"s Vineyard, MA 02568

Most rapists are
"friends of their victims.

Half of aP rapes happen

r"""""':::::;:-

in victim's homes."
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UNIQUE SUMMER
PROGRAM
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"The World Famous
Granite State Stainless Steelers"

/

takes on

/

UNH Wildcats

#
Fri. April 12th
7:30 p.m.
at the Field House

L

half time entertainment
Fraternity/Sorority vs. Fraternity/Sorority
Donation $2.00

..... L .
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"The Visual Arts ·
.
and the
Physical Sciences in an Age of
Uncertainty"
A lecture series sponsored by the Dept. of the Arts and the Dean's Office,
College of Liberal Arts and Dean's Office,
College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
Tuesday April 9th 12:40-2:00 p.m.

A218 Paul Creative Arts Center
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MAJOR-EVENTS INTERN
(Office of Student Activities)
1985-86 Academic Year

_THE JOB:
-a paid position
-responsible for the planning and implementing of major
campus wide events such as Homecoming, Winter Carnival,
and Student Talent Show.

THE INTERN
-must be a full-time undergraduat·e in good academic standing.
-familiar with or participation in student organizations
and/or major events.
-lots of enthusiasm and hopefully experience in planning
events.
-a creative mind

APPLICATIONS:
-available now in Rm. 126 of MUB
-deadline for applications is Monday, April 15th, at 4:00
p.m. in Rm. 126, MUB
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Dining Services
help Easter bunny
By Kelly Anderson
The Easter Bunny will roll
36 prize-containing eggs onto
the UNH campus Saturday
night for an egg hunt sponsored
by Dining Services Sunday.
The colored plastic eggs will
contain gifts ranging from cash
prizes of $3 to $5, (donated by
dining hall staff),- to guest meal
passes and certificates for cookie
packages, said Dining Service
Menu Coordinator and Nutritionist Hanne Dawson.
Eggs will be hidden all over
campus, _including academic
buildings that will be closed
until Monday, so even students
who are away for the weekend
can participate, she said.
Dining Services is also inviting_ the local community to a
special brunch at Philbrook and
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Summer Day Camp Counselor. Positions
in. Manchester New Hamp~hire
College work-study preferred
Contact:

Stillings dining halls from 10:00
a.m. to 12:00 noon Easter Sunday.
"It will be nice to have some
families there for the students
who don't go home, Dawson
said.
The cost of brunch for nonstudents will be $4.25, the usual
price. The meal will feature eggs
benedict, French toast, two
kinds ofquiche, and assorted
fresh fruit, she said.
Dawson said she hopes theplanned events will increase the
number of students in the dining
halls Easter Sunday from the
usual average of ~oo to about
700.
"We want to make sure everybody here gets into the Easterspirit," she said.

Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center •
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H.' 03; 03
Tel: 627-5637

i ------------------- ~
~ THE YARN BASKET ~

I .

FREE IINlfflNG ADVICE
Jor our customers

KNITTING WORKSHOPS
Beginners Workshop
April 14 and 21
1:00pm to 5:00pm
Call or stop by
for details!

Help Wanted:
Mama Leone's, Hampton Beaches BUSIEST Restaurant
is opening for it's 11th season and we need WAITERS,
WAITRESSES, BUS PEOPLE, COOKS and BARTENDERS. Come spend the sum.m er with us. Highest
earnings, great hours and a lot of fun.
Taking interviews Saturday and ~unday
April 13th, 14th and 20th, 21st.
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

NATURAL FIBER YARNS
~

. PATTERNS A-PLENTY

~

thrives on secrecy," said
tique.
- Panel member Liz Gauffreau Schweickart. "As a teacher I
admitted feeling uncomfortable have a responsibility to keep
around certain gays. "It really students from capturing the
doesn't bother me to be around feeling of homophobia."
"Ideally," she said, "what I
lesbians, but I am very homophobic towards gay men. Maybe should do is give heterosexual
that's because I don't know any students a way of looking at
personally, but it leaves me homosexual love and try to •
understand it. If it is freedom
feeling very guilty."
Bob Schirmer a UNH grad- of any kind you cherish in
uate student who did not grow yourself, you have to give it to
up in an area where homosex- others."
Seligman asked for action as
uality was exposed, said, "It's
hard as a male to admit that it's well as understanding from
not uncomfortable being around people who examine their homophobia.
gays."
"But it's important too to •
"We are in a society where
gays are a threat to masculinity," examine how far you are willing
said Schirmer. "So if I stick up to work, whether homosexual
for any or go to any of their or heterosexual, to change the
functions, I get accused by other injustices," Seligman said.
"We need each other to speak
male friends of being gay."
Homophobia, the panel up when someone makes a slur
agreed, limited many potentially or harasses a person because of
their sexual beliefs and say
positive relationships.
"The tabo of homosexuality 'that's not okay'," she said.

----M.TR ACK.---1)

~-

~ A superb location and acres of
quiet luxwy, located just minutesfrom uowntown Dover, can
be yours·at The Garrison. Our
1wo bedroom, one and one half
bath townhouses feature: Spacious airy living rooms and
dining·areas. oversized master
bath. French doors to private
decks. Second floor laundry
hook-ups. -Fully applianced kit-·.
chens. Full basements and detached garages: Tennis court, ·
swimming pool and picnic area. Located only 8 miles from
Pease Air Force Base and 4
miles from UNH. Take Exit 7
from Spaulding Turnpike one
half mile west on Rte. l 08.
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WANTED:
~ U Y ~ YI/ wiJJveUm4 UJ&rUUv.
Uv_({!) ,,,,,J,,,,.,,,,, safmut, to-Om,, and tuuwi. cot, ifJ1,,t

~
§

a condominium village

ti

sales office on site • open 6 days, 11 am to 5 pm • Monday by
appointment• (603) 742-8303 • marketed exclusively by
·
Norwood Realty New Homes Division

t,11?1=~:=::,1,1J

~
~
~
~
~
~
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18 Ladd St. (off Market St.)
~
Por_tsmouth 431-9301
~

<continued from page 7)
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Wools, cottons, silks, mohair, ~
blends; ribbon yarn & more ~

---HO·MO PHOBIA-- -

<cominued from page 24)
school. Together these three of Johnsen, Andre Garron, Gori
should accountfor three or more and any one of either Mike
Ryan, Apgar or Mark Marorielpoints each meet.
ln the long jump, .,the men lo. "Andre should h_e lp us out
have veteran Ed Damphouse a lot in the relay," said coach
·and freshman Zack Apgar com- Jim Boulanger, "He was the
peting. Damphouse's best jump leadoff leg in last_year's record
to date is an effort of 21'10½". setting team.
Finally, in the distance events,
Apgar has jumped a personal
be.st of 22'11" in high school Jeremy King and Aaron Lessing
should lead the way. ~ing is
last year.
Leaving the field events, looking to drop his personal best
UNH will also have some of 14:52 down to 14:20 in the
strong performers on the track. . 5000m ar14 Lessing is trying to
S~nior Andy Johnsen and so- _ catch George ·Reed's record of
.phomore Brian Gori will be the 4:08.6 in the mile set in 1974:
Other runners to watch will
mainstay of the sprints with
Johnsen chasing John Demers be Jim Mac*enzie and Harris
outdoor school record of 48.3 Hardy in the steeplechase a-nd
in the 400m. Johnsen is already .Scott Rhodes in the 1000m.
The men will be competitive
. the indoor record holder at
UNH with a time of 48.63. Gori this year and it is one of the few
will run the dash and the hur- years in which they have a home
meet. Next Saturday, the men
dles.
_ Of the relays, the 4xl00m will will be running against Maine
be the best. The team, made up here starting at twelv~ noon .

l

$67,900
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-------'.ABORTION-------

TASk TIP OF THE DAY

Quoting a Dr. Englehardt of
Baylor College in Houston,
Whenever possible, use daylight hours for studying.
Rankin described the proabortion ideology: "You and I
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
are the products of blind evolutionary process born into an
H<ININ~WW ff,ININ~WWf f,...,,...WWff ,...,,...~w>HH <ININ,._.,..... .,.,..1 environmen
t to which we are
no longer adapted."
"This is the world view that
there is no God, there is no
Please contact
· Professional married couple wish to
Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover St.
accountabili ity for the sacr.edadopt a newborn. Will pay all
Manchester, NH (603) 668-2222
ness of life." Rankin defined
medical, legal & counseling expenses.
'world view' as being a philoJ;.,......,ff<INI NWW'ff...,ININ ,,,.,.WWH<...,, ...,....,.....ININWW'H.. .,~H4W,., sophical term
describing one's
INWWff~~ WW'H...,IN INH4WWH <~~~~~~~ W##'ff<~~ personal convictions
on how the
"Ill
world operates.
The Christian world view,
said Rankin, is that at the
Emergency Medical Technician
"bottom line there is a God, ,and
Certification Programs
if you allow abortion you are
(Physical Education 684 - 3 Credit Course) held accountable. "
The dishonesty of politics,
Summer Semester 1985
Fall Semester 1985
said Rankin, is that people
June 24th till August 17th
Mon 6:30-10:30 o.m. & . separate
their personal morality
Mon, Wed & Thur 6:30-10:30 p.m. Wed 6:30-9:30 p.m.
from the public morality. "50For applications and further information ........
60 percent of pro-choice people
Contact the Physical Education Office in

•

•

(continued from page 2)
have personal convictions
against abortion but believe
people should have a choice.
This public morality is imposed
upon society by a minority."
Rankin said, "Abortion is the
most diversive issue in the
United States since slavery... The
only difference between a onecell zygote and a one year old
child is a matter of environment .
Both art unviable alone and
need to be nurtured."
"My purpose for being here;"
said Rankin, "is to educate. No
one was willing to debate me.
The pro-choice students here
agree with my definition of
embryology and abortion but
the agreement stops there."
Rankrn said the pro-life strategy of his group is to abolish
abortion. "Getting the court
decision reversed is not the best
way to do that. We are seeking
to influence the legislature and

New Hampshire Hall at 862-2070

REGISTER NOW FOR LIMITED VACANCIES

Resume Service our speciality
with 2 ways to travel

-Dr. Lewis E. Palosky Optometrist
• EYES EXAMINED,GLASSES FITTED
• COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES
with IN-HOUSE LABO RA TORY

•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:
90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits

-eye contact unlimited .

#1-Type 25 sets
$15.00 Economical
$16.00 with permanent memory storage
#2 Typeset 25 sets
$45.00 Professional

photo copies

8¢
8½ X 11
self service

Professionalism & Quality at reasonable prices
Typesetting-Business cards, l~tt~rheads and envelopes
wedding invitations-of fset printing 1 & 2 color.
Think Campus Copy
for all your copy needs
our time is quick
let us prove it.

In the Old Harbour District
Open Mon-Sat, 10 am
123 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOUTH, NH 038D.l • 603-436-1200

· WOULD YOU LIKE TO:

Campus Copy
located across Community Market,
47 Main St. Durham,
868-2450.

individuals to get the majority
of society to get the human life
amendment passed." .
"I am not a woman. I am a
man. I am of the conviction that
abortion is a male chauvinist
act," said Rankin. "If men in
this society put their mentality
in the home and not at the off ice,
it would profoundly alter the
abortion issue," he said.
"To quote Br. Bernard Na~
thanson former director of an
abortion clinic, now turned prolife, 'until birth the fetus is
invisible ... if the abdominal wall
of the pregnant woman were
transparent, what kind of abortion laws might we have'?" said
Rankin in closing.
Teresa Nov1ell1, education
director of the NewfieldDurham chapter of Right to
Life, said, "Basically I agree with
John. His talk reinforced that
belief."
.
"I believe it is life. Science
proves it, the Bible reinforces
that it is life," said Novielli.
Victoria Kasabian, a UNH
employee and DCE student,
said, "There were very few
things I agreed with. I felt
overall that he was terribly
graceful. He obviously believes
in what he says."
"Pro-choice is a way for
people of different world views
to co-exist, pro-choice ~ccomodates both views," said Kasabian.
Rankin said, after the program, "I enjoyed it. The majority
of people here tonight were
Christians and pro-lifers, tha-t
is an exception. The four to five
people who were opposed treated me with respect and agreed
my~~::::::: were defined well."

.L:itf/ffl».....?'_,::·;~. ,;·~-,,,::r.,<:. Nmf.4

I

1

Enhance your commun ication skills?
Gain experien ce in interview ing and
Public relations techniqu es?
Learn more about your university?

:Become a
STU DENTS ADMIS SIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

·eweool
Aid
listen, we care

I

;
m?.

To learn more about this challenging opportunity
drop by
Belknap Room, MUB
Tues., April 2nd
3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

or
Wed., April 3rd
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Applications available March 25 - April 12th
in the Admissions Office, Thompson Hall
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Paid Position Available

:

1985-86 Acad emic Year

i*

Judicial Coo rdin ator

**
*
*

*

a* DUTIES: .
*:

!

!
:

*

[

•

*
:
:

*
*

}

*

*:

**

****

~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Coord inatin g hearin gs, planni ng and imple menti ng trainin g sessions for board
memb ers, hall staff and faculty and
couns eling studen ts.

APPLICATIONS:

:

**
*

:

*

!**

*a
*:

!
:
:

*

i* .
*

Can be picked up in the Dean of Studen ts :
:
Office, Huddl eston Hall.

DEADLINE:
Mond ay, April 15, 1985

:

For Additi onal Inform ation contac t:

:
:
:

Laurie Krooss or David Burr
862-2050
Dean of Studen ts Office

**
}
**
:
*

*
:

!
:
:

**

......
.....-~*
.....--.....--.....--.....--.....--.....--*-**

~

Spring into Fitness Day - 1985
farewell to winter
a healthy way to get into
summer
Thursday, April 11
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Granite State Room, MUB
Sponsored by Health Services Consumer Board
Funded by PFO
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Editorial
New pol icy, mo re que stio ns
The Academic Standards Committee and
the Academic Senate have created a piece
of legislation that on the surface is an
importan t step toward enhancing the
academic integrity of this University. There
are, however, sorrie serious flaws which
the Student Senate is trying to eliminate.
The worst of these is the provision of
the policy that bars collaboration on work
outside of class unless the instructor gives
express permission.
There is definitely a place for the
prohibiton of collaborat ion but a blanket
ruling is _ludicrous. Students will learn as
much, if not more, by working with one
another outside of class than they will by
simply hearing informatio n in the lecture
hall. If they are working together, then
the knowledg e is being applied and will
more than likely remain in the students'
minds for longer period of time.
The Student Senate has seen this part
of the policy for what it is-inhibit ive to
the learning process-a nd has proposed
the reverse qualificat ion be used. The
Academic Standards Committe e of the

Academic Senate has accepted this proposal,
and hopefully the entire Senate will do the
same.
Under the category of "Misrepre sentation" the new policy also bars "leaving a
class, laboratory , etc. without permissio n
but after attendance has been taken." This
is a rat.her broad and unnecessa ry policy.
If an adult (which students legally are)
chooses not to participat e in the tasks
assigned to him, then that is a personal
decision, and should not be regulated by
the University's Academic Senate.
It must also be remembered that students
have paid for these classes. They can choose
not to go, to leave early and to suffer the
consequences of their actions. Calling the
act of leaving class misrepres entation is
in fact a misrepres entation of the truth.
Where will the professor be that the
_students' leaving will be undetected ? In
the case of an exam, the instructor may
leave the room and not be anywhere in the
general vicinity for the student to ask for
the necessary permission to leave. A student
may need to leave the room for a number

of reasons. The most common reason for
leaving a class is to perform the necessary
bodily functions that come to all of us. Will
we be raising our hands and asking for a
hall pass to go to the bathroom? This may
be carrying the letter of the policy to the
extreme limits, but this is in fact what we
are being told.
There is another inherent problem with
the wording of the headings of the various
sections of the policy. This problem comes
in the form of the words " .. .includes but
is not limited to._.. " The policy then outlines
some of the most obvious examples of
cheating or rule-break ing such as sending
. someone else in place of oneself to take
an exam, and forging someone else's
signature. Those people not intelligen t
enough to know this is cheating should not
be at any college or university. If the authors
of this policy wanted to outline cheating
they should have done so, fully. Instead
they left every possible door open, and did
not define the rules of the game. Somehow
this kind of game has a decided disadvantage
to the less powerful force-the students.

Letters
Pyram id
To the Editor:
The hunger was rich, but the
anticipated dessert ended up leaving
an empty feeling in a lot of stomachs. Everyone, including myself,
jumped on the moving band wagon
headed for immediate 700% profits,
as if all one had to do was sit back
and wait for the greedy progression
to the top of the ladder and the
· accompanying financial returns.
Some people did make money off
the deal, some broke even, but it
seems most learned a $100 or $10
• lesson. For those who were able to
get in on the early stages of the
Pyramid Game, they were lucky
enough to walk away richer. As one
winning team of the game said,
"There are winners and losers in
everything, we're just winners."
While this rationalization is a true
statement, for some reason it leaves
me feeling fairly disgusted with the
whole nature of the Pyramid Game.
Sure, there are winners and losers
in life, but the Pyramid Game
created an unnatural breeding ground
for the inevitablity of success and
failure, honest hard work did not
enter into things.
Perhaps, some would argue, as
I'd have to agree with to some
extent, that if I'd won $700, I'd be
whistling a different tune altogether. But still, as I know some winners
would also attest, the greed and the
ruthless attitudes in the form of
the Pyramid Game, did not make
U.N.H. a pleasant place, exciting,
but definitely not pleasant.
Enthusiams raged from dorm to
dorm, frat to frat, sorority to
sorority as word of the Pyramid's
amazing power, pulled one away
from school work, favorite T.V.
shows, and anything else semiproductive, and all towards checkbooks or Express 24 cards as a way
of making an instant killing. As the
various diagrams were mapped out
in front of their eyes and the money

was seen quickly changing hands, cancer and receive blood transfuall one could do was focus his or sions to realize that donating blood
her eyes _o n the top.
· is a good and worthwhile cause.
But as I'm sure many know, not Somebody always needs blood. So
everybody makes it to the top of why not go to the Red Cross Spring
the game, and instead leaves one Blood Drive in the MUB (April 15with a bitter and depressed feeling 19). Don't be as apathetic as I was!
about the game and his bank Help somebody! Come and donate.
statement.
Thanks.
No winners in the game should
Martin Warren
feel bad for having won, as I'm sure
they don't, for they took the same
risks which we all did. Bue, the
wildfire that spread so quickly and
registered $2 signs in everyone's
eyes, just as quickly died out and
left the losers coming to terms with
the old adage-too good to be true. To the Editor:
Money, everyone knows, is powI would like to address the issue
erful as hell, and the Pyramid Game of the recent disembogue of proand its supposed simplicity, simply paganda by the New Testament
showed people in their hungry Church. As many of you know, these
pursuit of money and power. For fanatics were again striving for new
that matter, last weekend's lesson lows this week. Upon approaching
was a bit tough to digest.
the library the other day , I was
Regretfully, but now knowledgeably accosted by a wave of these people.
These followers of Christ were
yours,
LB. Burnt
giving out what they quoted as
being, "Important information on
(Name withheld)
the Abortion issue." I would like
to point out chat I'm not against
free speech or freedom of expression in print. But the pamphlets
that were given to me were not only
grotesque, but rude and very offensive! How on earth can this organTo the Editor:
Recently my father had a bout ization feel morally motivated to
with cancer. His condition was pedal this crap?
The photographs did not help
diagnosed as bleak. During his
illness he received several blood in the least bit to enhance my
transfusions. Without them, he awarenss of chis issue, or give me
would have died. The transfusions any appetite to learn more about
he received game him a "fighting it.
Allen Briggs
chance" to survive. Special doctors,
new technology and the blood
somebody donated all contributed
to his overall chances of surviving. As his son I wanted to
express my· gratitude for this help
anyway I possibly could.
So, for the first time in my life To the Editor:
I attempted to give blood. Ip the
Here comes the 1985 election of
past I always avoided the MUB our Student Body President and
when the Blood Drive was in town. Vice President and officially there
I wanted to help, but I never really is only one ticket, Ethier and Foy.
bothered to. After all, I had m·o re Why is this? For me there is no
important things to do! It's a shame answer necessary because the best
I had to watch my father battle possible candidates are the ones

Aborti on ·

Fathe r

SBP Election

who are already running.
Why are people elected to positions such as SBP and SBVP?
Because they have experience understanding Student Government;
they work hard and maintain a solid
rapport with administrato rs and
peers. Ethier and Foy have all of
the above, but they go a step further.
They have diversity.
Deanne Ethier comes from a
Residence Hall where she has lived
for three years. Jeff from the Greek
system. Deanne has worked hard
with Residential Life and Dining
Services Council of the Student
Senate. Jeff is presently Vice President of the lnterFraternity Council
and a conscientious member of the
Greek System Senate. Both Deanne
and Jeff have a great deal of
experience working with administrators whose cooperation is vital

to the everyday functioning of the
Student Senate.
Having worked with both
Deanne and Jeff I can conclude that
there is no better combination for
the jobs of Student Body President
and Vice President. The best choice
· on April 9 and 10 is the diversely
experienced and hard-working
tandem of Deanne Ethier and Jeff
Foy.
Michael Burns
President, Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Voice
your opinion

Write
Letter~.
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Sincerely,

Bill Puglisi
Student s for the
Univers ity Chairpe rson

Sincerely,

John C. Davis
.
Student Body Preside nt

Clip and send the letter
on the next page,
or use it as a guide to sending
· a letter to your senator or
representative.

_ Sincerely,

Stuart F. Eynon
Student Body Vice Preside nt
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Office of Student Government
Memori al Union Building
Durhe:lm, NH 03824
(603)86 2-1494
(603) 862-216 3
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As a studen t at the Unive rsity of New Hamps hire, I would like to take
this opport unity to addres s the Presid ent's propos ed federa l cuts in
Studen t

come limit of $32,50 0.-to reciev e Guaran teed Studen t Loans.

;

•
;•
•
;
•:•• ..
•
:•
••
•;•
•
•
;
••
•
•••
•
•••
••

In his 1986 budget , Presid ent Reagan would like to place a family in-

Study progra ms will have their limit set at $25,00 0.

Grants and Work

In additi on there will

~ea $4,000 cap set on the total amount of aid any studen t may reciev
e.
Accord ing to a recent study 78% of the Unive rsity of New Harnps ~re
studen ts would have their financ ial aid either reduce d or elimin ated,
result ing in the loss of $11 millio n in Studen t Aid Funds for the Unive rsity.

The

combin ation of these limits on financ ial aid and an alread y high tuitio
n
rate~ will make it imposs ible for many studen ts to enter or contin ue
at the

I would apprec iate your suppor t for the exist~ ng Studen t Financ ial
Aid Progra ms, and encour age you to oppose the propos ed _cuts by Presid ent

.

Reagan .

..

Return Addres s:

:

•

•
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;
••
. :•
;•

Unive rsity of New Hamps hire.
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Dear Sir:
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■
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:
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•••

April 2, 1985

Aid Progra ms.
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Sincer ely yours,

---- ---- ---------____ ---____ ____
---- ---- ----
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•

---U.N.H. ---Studen---t
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NEW 'E NGLAND SENATORS AND
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW HAMPSHIRE
SENATORS:

GORDON J. HUMPHREY
603 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2841

MASSACHUSETTS
2nd District
OLYMPIA J. SNOWE
133 Cannon House Office ~uilding
Washington, D.C. 20j15
202-225-6306

SENATORS:

EDWARD M. KENNEDY
113 Rus~ell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4543

CONNECTICUT
WARREN RUDMAN
458 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-3324

CONGRESS:

·

1st District
ROBERT SMITH
506 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-5456

JOHN F. KERRY
362 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2742

SENATORS:

LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR.
315 Russell Building
Washington, U.G. 2UJ1U

CONGRESS:

CHRISTOPHER J. DODD
402 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

1st District
SILVIO 0. CONTE
2300 Rayburn House Office Building
iy7ashington, D.C. 20515
202-225-5335
2nd Pistrict
EDWRAD F. FOLAND
.
2426 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-5601

CONGRESS

2nd District
JUDD GREGG
308 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-5206 .

1st District
BARBARA KENNELLY
1228 Longworth Building
.Washington, D.C. 20515

3rd District
JOSEPH D. EARLY
2349 Rayburn House Office Building ·
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-6101

2nd District

RHODE ISLAND

SAN GEJDENSON
1404 Longworth Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

SENATORS:

. JOHN H. CHAFEE .
523 Dirksen Senate Offip~Bui{-ding
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2921
CLAIBORNE PELL
335 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4642
CONGRESS:

1st District
FERNAND J. ST. GERMAIN
2108 Rayburn House Office Bu/ding
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-4911
2nd District
CLAUDINE SCHENIDER
1431 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-27 35

3rd District
BRUCE A. MORRISON
. '4-Tl;,._Cannon B~i(ding .. -'.: ilf:iiihing~n,JB.~. 2051?
4th District
STEWART B. MCKINNEY
106 Ca~~;n Building
Washington, D.C. 205]5
5th District
JOHN G. ROWLAND
No Address Available at Time of Printing
6th District
NANCY L. JOHNSON
119 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

VERMONT

SENATORS:

WILLIAMS. COHEN
131 Dircksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2523
GEORGE J. MITCHELL
366 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

CONGRESS:
1st District

JOHN R. MCKERNAN, JR.
1428 Longworth House O/fice ,Building
Washington,D.C. 20515
·
202-225-6116 .

=

· · 5th District .
CHESTER G. ATKINS
229 Cannon House Office Building
, Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3411
6th District
NICHOLAS MAVROULES
1204 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-8020
7th District
EDWARD J. MARKEY
205 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

SENATORS:

ROBERT T. STAFFORD
133 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-5141

MAINE

J- .

4th District
BARNEY FRANK
M: W ll 1fttgWfr~ Ho_u{e (Jffi~eJJ~jl~~n3 _
,:- Washington; f>-.C. 20515 · ._·
·
202-225-5931

PATRICK J. LEAHY
433A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
CONGRESS:

JAMES M. JEFFORDS
Representative at Large.
2431 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-4115

8th District
THOMAS P. O'NELL, JR.
Speaker of the House
2231 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-255-5111
9th District
JOHN JOSEPH MOAKLEY
221 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-255-8273
10th District
GERRY E. STUDDS
1501 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-255-3111
11th District
BRIAN J. DONNELLY
438 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-255-3215
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University fo ru m
Th e Les son s of '84
Almost a year has passed since last year's student
body elections and, despite certain signs of possible
change, nothing has fundamentally altered. Indeed,
the new elections offer a single choice, that of voting
for two people groomed in what must surely be
the most incompetent student administrati on for
several years, or abstaining.
J\ year ago nuw chtrc: wa:::, a ru:::il1 uf t..a111.litlatc:),
some serious, some not, but all attesting to the
various diverse interests of students. The election
was won, as those involved suspected it would be,
by two people representing the Greek system. In
truth, of course, they were so elected only because
they refused to discuss the issues, unless cornered,
and instead developed an elaborate explanation
of how their major opponents intented to actively
discriminate against the Greek system, despite the
fact that their opponents had never mentioned
such an idea.
The final result was far closer than anyone had
anticipated and the defeated candidates hoped a
lesson had been learned. Despite the efforts of the
elected team, the runners-up received a significant
proportion· of the Greek vote, including the votes
of several "key" members of that system, and the
vast majority (as far as can be determined) of the
non-Greek vote cast.

By Chris Fausk e

The winners, in short, were elected by a minority
interest of students whose aims seldom coincide
with, indeed often contradict, those of the majority
of students.
There was evidence all around of dissatisfaction
with the status quo.
The defeated team returned to their original
uc..<..upacion, journalism, and felt (ri_ghrlv so) that
they should not use their positions of privilege
to attack the team selected by Davis and Eynon,
despite several apparent constitutiona l violations.
Perhaps naively, the two of them hoped that their
claims, and the level of their support, garnered
at considerable personal cost without the leg work
available to the Greek candidates, would be
remembered by the student government. This was
not the case, however, and now the Davis-Eynon
administratio n prepares to pass into obscurity with
a record graced by failure after failure, blessed only
by the fact _that none of its mistakes blew up in
its face.

The lessons of 1984 are manifold and manifest,
yet two stand out: while 98 percent of the student
population will complain to the end of their waking
hours, less than a handful will do anything about
it, and the spirit of enthusiasm briefly generated
in 1984 was too short lived to be self-perpetuating.
This does not mean it cannot be rekindled if
_ necessary.
In truth, the spirit of discontent now prevalent
across this campus could be motivated to provide
a constructive, meaningful and potentially poweful
movement. Instead, it lies dormant, swamped by
apathy. The systems of power hard won by students
10 to 15 years ago now are used only by the cynical
exploiters of that power.
Perhaps the optimistic dreams of the few people
who put so much time and effort into the campaign
of two people were misplaced, but surely the chord
of discontent they identified has not yet passed
completely away in the midst of the ultimate nonevent year over at the Student Senate.
·

The defeated pair also hoped that their initiative,
taken reluctantly, would be repeated, and that their
experience could be used to help a more representative government be elected. This, too, failed to
happen.

Chris Fauske ran unsucressfully for Student Body President
last year.

Swinging at a Bad Pitch

Poss ible Trade War

By Kris Snow

By Jon Kinson

Hayden "Sidd" Finch, huh? Top
prospect for the Mets, pitches faster
than anyone, a little weird maybe, but
worth every quirk?
Raised first in a London orphanage,
then by archeologist Francis WhyteFinch, who died when Hayden was 'in
secondary school? A semester at Harvard, camel-i:idin g in Tibet, and an
introduction to baseball just last
summer in Old Orchard Beach, Maine?
Heaves a fastball (a lightningfastball) 168 miles per hour?
George Plimpton wrote the tale,
Sports Illustrated printed the tale, and
I believed the tale. I really and truly
believed the tale.
The story was undoubtedly farfetched, yet because it was in Sports
Illustrated (I first subscribed when I
was 12, and I haven't questioned it
since), I took the bait-chewed the bait,
devoured the bait, and actually enjoyed
the bait. The story was a fine joke,
George; you did a good job.
But you made me feel like a jerk. A
gullible, unquestioning jerk-definite ly
not good for someone hoping some
day to work, and work well, in a business
where being a sucker just doesn't cut
it.

a 103 on July 11, 1978. And when I got
to the part where Finch threw it 168
mph my eyes opened a little wider, and
my jaw fell a little, and my sports-freak
friend looked at me and smiled. There
we were, two college seniors, wowing
and geezing about what we thought
was true and wasn't.
The fun was short-lived for my
friend-his English professor broke
the news during his conference about
three minutes later. I, on the other
hand, went four days believing George's
tale, and it wasn't until April Fool's
Day itself that I learned the sad truth.
But while I was just a little embarrassed
that I'd fallen for it; my poor friend
later told me his faith in SI was
shattered: "It's like your mother lying
to you," he moaned.
Not quite, but I will be extra careful
around the end of March next year. I'll
read SI, I'll enjoy SI, and chances are
I'll believe SI. And I'll bt: safe doing
it, because in all likelihood it'll be a
long time before they get the likes of
George to smoke the likes of me again.
As for Sidd Finch-wel l, I rather
enjoyed the details of his French hornplaying, his multitude of languages,
and his straight-arm ed, one-booted,
extraordinarily-touted and undisclosed
(until now) marvel-pitch. He sounded
like an interesting fellow, and the
description of Mets officials kowtowing to his skill really did crack me
up.
I just can't be mad at SI. They amused
me, they kidded me, and, far more
importantly, they wrote about the Mets
and not the Celtics.

At least I can take comfort in
knowing I'm not the only one to read
about our friend Sidd with glazed-over
eyes and a vow to check this guy out
in person. Nope, before my issue even
arrived, a friend of mine (a genuine
sports junkie, memorize-the,.stats type)
gpbbed me in Ham-Smith , shoved
page 62 under my nose, and told me
to.start reading.
__ And I ,did. I read all about the JUGS
speed gun, and Roscoe Tanner's rocket
serve (153 mph), and about how Nolan Kris Snow loves Sportf lll11ftrated, but shes
Ryan and Goose Gossage both clocked not much of a baseball fan.

This week the Senate Finance Committee overwhelmi ngly approved a
measure which would allow President
Reagan to ban imports from Japan
unless they· take steps to make their
markets more accessible to U.S. products. Japan's reluctance to open its
markets as well as our dependance on
foreign oil have left us with a huge trade
deficit which is expected to be $140
billion, up 15 percent from last years
record amount.
Triggering this punitive measure
was the announceme nt last month by
the Japanese governmen t that they
would retain quotas on the number of
cars export_ed to the U.S. The ceilings
of these quotas however rose 24
percent, thus angering the Reagan
Administrati on which was looking for
a complete withdrawal of quotas in
exchange for the opening of certain
Japenese markets to American competition.
The Japanese have, for too long,
enjoyed this one way trade . Steps
should be taken to balance the unfairness of trade before it develops into
a fullfledged "trade war."
Japanese autos have a large market
in the United States because they are
affordable and comparative in quality.
In return the Japanese make it extremely difficult and expensive for American
products to be imported.
The telecommun ications field is
another battle ground. Here the American equipment is superior and cheaper,
but restrictions placed on items increase
their price and hamper their quality.
Traditionall y American corporations
have been forced to compete with

govetnment run companies. American
equipment has also been subject to
physical inspection which is costly and
time consuming. The Japa-nese are
expected to drop this requirement along
with others in °the hope of pleasing
the United States.
Japan should consider other widespread trade policy changes. The growing sentiment in the United States
Congress is leaning towards an all-out
trade war if Japan does not give in to
certain demands.
Last week the Senate voted 92-0 on
a resolution calling on Reagan to take
all appropiate measures to persuade
Japan to remove barriers on American
products. The only objection before
the vote came from Senators who
argued that these measures were not
strong enough.
This week's action was taken to show
Japan that, indeed, we do mean business
and that Congress stands behind the
president on any attempt he makes to
pry the trade door open to Japan.
Reagan is scheduled to attend an
early May economic summit conference
in Bonn and the timing of this piece
of legislation was important. With the
support of congress he could ask for
trade concessions with the threat of
cutting off imports if the Japanese don't
comply.
.
Let us hope that much will be
accomplished in the upcoming summit.
These unfair trade practices should
stop. Japan has been our ally for many
years and good economic .relations are
essential to our friendship . .

Jon Kinson is a junior Political Science
major.
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Th e Student Press
--

needs creative, dedicated
people
for the following paid positions
19 85 -8 6

Aegis:

Catalyst:

. Poetry editor
Fiction edito r
Dra ma edito r

Edit or
Asr't editor

Stu de nt Press:

Co mm ute r Advocate:

I

New s edito r
Features edito r
Production man ager

.

I

.

I

-·
1111!!1! ,

.

Business man ager
Photo Director
Ads prod uctio n
Ad staf f
Dist ribu tion man ager
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Arts ·& Features
Da nce the ate r
imp res ses aud ien ce

-The UNH Dance Theater Company rehearses for its annual concert. Shown here are Gay
Nardone, Laura Brennan and Jack Hayes performin g a jazz· number.

Ne w mu sic wor th list eni ng to
NOVE:MBE:R
GROU P

November Group
Work That Dream
A & M Records
Yes Virgina, another synthesized white dance band has made
its presence felt in the dance
clubs of America. If you remember Soft Cell and The
Human League, this may hold
either pleasant memories and
expectatio ns or terrible nightmares of yet another haircut
band.
November Group is, howev- ·
er, slightly different. To start
with, the group has taken a
radically positive attitude in
their lyrics. In the title track,
vocalist Ann Prim urges, "Work
that dream and love your life."
This is a strong contrast with
something like The Human
League's "Seconds" ("It only,
cook seconds of your time to cake
a life ...") or Soft Cell's "Tainted
Love."
All the songs on this very
short album (only 21 minutes)
are superchar ged and upbeat.
Highlight ed by excellent bass
work by Jack Lambert, Work
That Dream should prove to be
a very big seller.
Novembe r Group, like Soft
Cell, is only two people, Ann
Prim (guitar/voc als) and Kearney Kirby (synthesizer-f vocals),
backed up by studio musicians.
Their talents seem to carry chem

far, both sharing lead vocal
chores and Prim exhibiting
~.ome very nice guitar wo.~k on
Arrows Up To Heaven and
"Careful (A Life is a Fragile
Thing)."
Besides the title track, which
is the best song of the collection,
"Put Your Back To It" also
stands out. The song, which
should appeal to many folk's
dancing instincts, urges progress into a new life: "Distant
memories, There are moments of loneliness ... You can have it
all-put your back to it."
Although not an outstandin g
album by any standard, Work
That Dream is enjoyable and
is making itself known in the
dance clubs. November Group
will be heard from in the future
and on the radio quite soon.
THOM MROZEK

Guadalcanal Diary
Walking in the Shadow of the
Big Man
DB Records
Guadalcan al Diary, a band
from Marietta, Georgia, is a
group full of strange contrasts.
To start with, their name refers
to an island of the Solomon
Islands group in the Pacific. At
chis rime, there is no apparent
reason for this title. Perhaps
there is some obscure literary
reference intended, but based

uponthek nowledg eathand,
it remains a mystery.
Furthermo re,_it is apparent
Guadalcan al Diary has been
nurtured under the influence
of Georgian music. Primarily,
this means Athens-b ased
R.E.M. But, to an extent, there
is a certain homage to a sort of
sixties campiness that the B52's brought to American cul- ·
ture a few years ago.
Then, on the other hand,
there is a blend of this mystery,
this dreaminess and this campiness which, at times, meets a
style best described as "cowpunk," which is seen in bands
like Blood on the Saddle and,
soon, Screaming Sirens.
On this debut album of
strange contrasts, the songs that
best succeed are of the country
variety. Notably, "Watusi Rodeo," a song about Texans
_running loose in Africa:
• Monkeys in trees just thumbing their nose
at the poor riders riding on
rhinos
Warriors standing with
spears in their hands
Wonder what's next from the
crazy white man
This strange, but very good,
tune also pays homage to the
sixties, not only in the title but
in an excellent guitar break.
Another country-based song,
"Ghost on the Road," is fast and
quite danceable , but hints of
psychedelia wander in occasionally.
For the most part, Walking
in the Shadow of the Big Man,
has songs reminisci enc of
R.E.M. However, it is not fair
to label this group as an R.E.M.
clone band "obsessed with Beatles music," as Jim Sullivan did
in the Boston Globe yesterday.
ALBUMS, next page

By Anna Maria Formichella
The group of eleven-year-old
Girl Scouts sitting in the thirteenth row began to clap excitedly before the Broadway
number was even finished. The
college students howled and ·
whistled, from the back of the
theater and the balconies ,
throughou t the show. And the
older folks smiled knowingly
at each other in between dance
sequJ!nces.
Wednesda y night's audience
agreed the UNH Dance Theater
Company 's preview performance of their Annual Concert
was true entertainm ent.
The dancers performed seven
numbers, each one different in
mood and style of dance. The_
first numJ:>er was a slow, flowing
dance accompanied by light flute
music, the five dancers barefoot
on the barren stage.
The company continued to
present graceful, bapet-typ e
dance until the third number
It was called "Just for FunTonight" and the dancers exploded onto stage, dressed in
tights and t-shirts, dancing to
;it:~:ti~! tv~~~de ~t!~'. cJi~

the audience.
After a moving solo dance by
Laura Brennan, the Company
presente d their liveliest
number, "Broadway Dreamin' ,"
much to the delight of the
aforementi oned Girl Scouts and
the rest of the audience. It was
a bright and jumpy tap dance
sequence, reminisce nt of the
days of Fred Astaire and Gene
Kelly.
Bolstered by the audience's
·enthusia sm, the dancers
launched into the finale, a
lengthy dramatic sequence much
like a musical without words.
The scene protrayed the festivities held in a small town to
honor a military academy and
used the music of John Phillip
Sousa.
When the dancers came out
for a final bow, they looked
proud of their performan ce.
And the audience continued
clapping loudly even after the
theater lights had been turned
up.
The show is running through
April 13. For more informatio n
and ticket prices, call the MUB
ticket office.

Mo zar t's sto ry

Jeser•7es Q,c car U~
.

y

1

Amadeus , starring Tom
Hulce, F. Murray Abraham ,
Elizabeth Berridge. Directed
by Milos Forman. Director of
photogra phy-Miro slav Ondricek. Music by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, directed by
Nevill Mariner. Rated PG.
Running time 198 minutes.
Tom Hulce's laugh and F.
Murray Abraham' s winning
portrayal of a man torn by
insane jealousy combine to make
Amadeus touching, funny and
the recipient of the Oscar for
best picture.
Hulce is the bawqy, vain and
loveable Wolfgang· Amadeus
Mozart. Abraham is Antonio
Salieri, a minor Viennese court
composer who is devastated by

.:,

Mozart's genius. Salieri tells the
story in a flashback from a
mental hospital as an old, tattered man.
Salieri describes how he first
met Mozart. He knew Mozart
was somewher e in the Archbishop of Vienna's palace. Mozart
had been performing and composing since age six, and Salieri
wonders if this genius will show
on his face.
He is distracted by a giggling
girl being chased by a little man
with a braying, captivatin g
laugh. He follows the pair into
a room, where they roll about
on the floor. Music starts, and
the man jumps up shouting,

MOVIE, next page

WUNH~
top ten
Singles:
LPs:
1. Tears 4 Fears - Songs from
the Big Chair
2. The Smiths - Meat is Murder
3: The Blasters - Hardline
4. Yello - Stella
5. Various Artists - New Africa
6. George Thorogood - Mavrick
7. Til Tuesday - Voices Carry
8. Tupelo Chain Sex - Spot the
Difference
9. Alison Moyet - Alf
10. Tones on Tails - Tones on
Tails

1. Cult - "Resurrect ion Joe"
2. Various - "Starvatio n"/"Tam
Tam"
3. Simple Minds - "Brass Band
in Africa"
4. Devo - "Here to Go" ( extended)
5. Bronski Beat - "Why" (extended)
·
6. Mod Fun - "I Am With You"
7. West India Company - "Ava
Maria"
8. Woofing Cookies - "Mistakes"
9. Christmas - "Invisio Girl"
10. Libertines - "Ever bod "

-
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WUNH seeks funds·to keeps the waves free
By W. Glenn Stevens
It's that time of year again
when WUNH goes nuts for
money. It is time for WUNH's
fundraising marathon.

a live broadcast of Scruffy The
Cat and the Cyclones from the
Stone Church.
"You've got to hear these
guys. Scruffy The Cat· is a cool
band," Campbell said.

From the 8th to the 14th of
this month students will be
encouragid to tune in to
There are no more tickets
WUNH. If they are amused or
for the Ramones April
available
delighted by what they hear, the
station hopes they will donate l3th MUB PUB show; it has
sold out. But WUNH will be
some money.
offering tickets during next
WUNH is not raising money week's marathon. The station
so that their staff can spend the has two pairs of tickets for disc
summer in Bermuda. The an- jockeys to give away.
nual fundraising marathon is
a part of their budget. Without
"During this marathon we'll
this fundraiser the station would have music for all walks of life,"
be forced to go off the air leaving said Campbell. "This is a chance
all ot the f reewaves fans to for our listeners to support us,"
· listen to some of the local he said.
WUNH staff members, including Robert Scott Piehler, Pete Meyers, Steve Pesci, George commercialized stations.
"Oatmeal" Stergiou, Dennis Davis and Curtis Roy are preparing for next week's marathon.
In addition to their special
"Without listener support,
(David Drou~n ph~to)
alternative music stations like marathon shows, WUNH will
this would go down the tubes," broadcast their normally schesaid program director Steve duled specialty shows at their
(continued from page fifteen)
· normal times. These shows
Pesci.
feature blues, independent rock,
There are other facets of the Petty's latest release Southern by Stewart's sitar picking, Dan
"We'll do anything to attract reggae, heavy metal and classical
legiori
a
and
cello
Rothmuller's
well
be
band to consider. For example, Accents has proven to
attention," Pesci added.
music.
the closing cut on the album is worth the wait. What emerges of female backup vocalists. It's
do
lunatics
these
will
What
desperate
another
just
really
"Kumbayah," the ancient re- is Petty's most adventurous
On Friday and Saturday, durligious song which is performed album to date, a stunn.ing de- love song, as Petty sings 'Tm for money? It is reported that ing the marathon, teams of DJs
is
Campbell
Pat
jockey
disc
any
waiting
on
up
giving
no
leave
- parture which should
live.
will be doing six-hour shows
This is a fairly respectable doubt he now belongs in the longer/I'm giving up on this actually going to romp around_ around the clock.
suit.
cow
a
in
campus
stronger."
getting
love
Springrecord, but it is incredibly same bracket as Bruce
eclectic and seems to lack a steen.
WUNH is also planning to
So when you stumble into
"Make it Better (Forget about
Southern Accents' theme is
unifying force to justify an Lp.
broadcast
frisbees,
away
give
dorm room at 3:00 Saturyour
that
track
playful
Although there is a surrealistic: simply what the title implies. Me)" is a
from all over campus, hopefully day or Sunday morning, tune
Springsteen-"Horesembles
Petty
record,
the
Throughout
or dreamy quality to the album
have a live broadcast of the
and give them
( as seen on "Sleepers A wake:" remembers his Florida home- ney you're the judge, there ain't Ramones, and definitely have in to WUNH,
money.
some
innoan
just
I'm
And
jury/
no
Southhis
about
sings
He
land.
"Crusty eyes open now /You of
little faith/The stranger night ern roots with pride. In doing cent boy, used to being guilty."
is over now") this atmosphere so, he reveals lots of resentment
The piano-graced title track,
is muddled from too many and criticism towards the North.
with the fiece "Dogs on
along
"Rebels"
opener
the
While
opposing forces.
<continued from page fifteen)
BY THOM MROZEK at first resembles Damn the the Run", take Petty straight
Torpedos' "Refugee", the newer back to the South. "Southern "They've started without ·me!" powerful opc::ra Don Giovanni.
song actually travels into areas Accents'' is fueled by Jack This is Mozart! Salieri is Salieri takes advantage of Moi
the latter never dreamed of. Nitzche's beautiful string ar- stunned.
zart's guilt and poverty and
Petty reveals, "Even my father's rangement by Jack Nitzche and
prompts Mozart to write a
Tom Hulce, not to be forgot- Requiem Mass, a work that
f~ther/They called us all reb- the eloquent piano of Belmont
els/While they burned our Trench. Petty, singing better ten as "Pinto" from Animal Salieri thinks will kill Mozart,
cornfields/ And left our cities thaf\ ever, recalls "There's a House brings Mozart alive with allowing Salieri to take the
dream I keep having/Where my bravado, joie di vivre, and that credit. Mozart is at his lowest
leveled."
"It Ain't Nothing to Me" mama comes to mel{\nd kneels laugh, which belies description. ebb.
follows and it's the first of three down over by the window/ And It can not be listened to with
The sets and costumes in
a sraight face. Mozart is always Amadeus are rich. Don Giovansongs Petty co-wrote with Dave says a prayer for me."
Southern Accents ends with laughing: at the Emperor, the ni was filmed in the Tyl Theatre
Stewart, the Eurythmic's multiinstrumentalist. While the · · "The Best of Everything", a Archbiship, at Salieri, and at in Prague, the very place where
funky track explores new re- stirring song co-produced himself.
Mozart had first conducted it
(saxophones, (along with Petty and Jimmy
Petty
for
gions
His laughter stops after he 200 years ago.
Tom Petty and the Heartbeakand trumpets comple- lovine) by former Band leader is denied work in the court for
horns
Alt the men and women wear
ers
ment some rousing backup Robbie Roberton. Also featured writing music with "too many elaborte wigs. In one -scene
Southern Accents
chanting) the lyrics retain his on the track is former Band · notes" in it as the Emperors Mozart wants to buy a new wig
MCA
classic humor-"Got natives in keyboardist Garth Hudson and court musicians describe it. He for his first meeting with EmMany people are upset with New Guinea wi th gold in th eir ex-Heartbreakers' bassist Ron and his wife Costanza (Elizabeth peror Joseph II, so he sits having
Tom Petty. His latest single tee th /Might mean some th ing Blair.
Berridge) are left struggling to his head powdered as he tries
. "Don't Come Around Here No to you/It ain't nothing to me."
keep themselves and their three on. He loves clothes and
It's a fitting finale, with Petty
More" has irritated numerous _ "Don't Come Around Here
exclaims, "They're all so beauNo More" and "Make it Better concluding-"Wherever you are young son together.
tiful, I wish I could buy all three.
f
b
h
h
·
/I
h
·
listeners while the song's biz- (Forget about Me)" are the tontg t w1s you t e est o
Berridge is a loving ifslightly- AHAAAHAA HAAA!"
Id A d
· h
·
zare video only seems to have album's other Petty-Stewar't everyt h mg
tn t e wor / n
made matters worse.
nagging Stanzy, who is proud
The soundtrack is gorgeous,
I hope you found/Whatever you of her husband's talent but naturally, consisting of Mozart's
All that is unfortunate. Near- collaborations.
The controvers_ial single is were looking for."
• h
annoyed that he won't go to music conducted by the incomBY BILL MILLIOS
two years rn t e making,
Salieri asking for a job'. She prable Neville Mariner. The
sneaks out some of his sketches opera and dance §equences were
and begs Salieri to hire her powerful and colorful, choreo"Wolfie" as she calls him.
graphed by Twyla Tharp.
the
Amadeus is enjoying a rethrough
Salieri reads
pages of original, one draft surge of popularity brought on
work, hearing the music swell by its Oscar winnings. It was
in his head as he sees the notes originally released last Sepon paper. He is amazed that tember, so there is no telling
these are first drafts and yet how long it will last. Hulce's
show no corrections and are laugh alone makes this a worthperfect. "It was like listening while film. Coupled with Abto the Voice of God," remarks raham's performance. and the
Salieri. From then on he de- music and costumes, it makes
clared God his enemy, for bes- Amadeus a stunner.
towing the talent on the obscene
little man Mozart that Salieri , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - wanted for himself.
I.-'I.-'.Y
. Mozart's demanding father
d1~s, leaving Mozart feeling
gut!ty as well as. sick and poor.
Students flocked to the MUB Pub last night to enjoy another Thursday night of danci~g. This prompts him to write the
(Charles Smith,Jr. photo)

----------ALBUMS--------

-----.MOVIE-----

...

Hann r/
~,,I~.,
-'_
ho'lj'1·Uu.:,,.::,
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VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
(1985-86 Academic Year)
UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL BOARD
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD
RESIDENTIAL JUDICIAL BOARD
JUDICIAL ADVISER

applications:
can be picked up at the
Dean of Students Office
or at the
Student Senate Office

-

~~talkwiik~~~9~auiJ~~~g~~

contact:
, Laurie Kroos or David Burr
Dean of Students Office
862-2050
For Additional Information

deadline:
April 22, 1985

Cooperative Alliance For Seacoast Transportation
('Kari·Van,2 is your bus system ... Convenience and low cost

transportation are stressed. For only 50¢ you can go to
the Fox Run or Newington Malls and shop, see a movie
·or just look around. For the same price you can ride the
Kari-Van to historic Portsmouth and enjoy the harbor
activities, the many restaurants or· the Theater by the
Sea. Maybe you'd like to go bowling at the Dover Bowling
Aren·a. Wheverever you go the price is the same. We ·
run 9 trips to the Malls and Portsmouth and 4 trips to
Dover on Saturday and Sunday. When you want a change
of pace, take the Kari-Van.

Getting Around is ·
Smooth Sailing
Transportation Building • University of New Hampshire • Durham, NH 03824

(603)862-1931
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MICS

-SCREAM-

GARFIELD

<continued from page 2)
advocate the killing of babies
in God's eyes," said J'?hri Gospodarek, a UNH student who
was drawn into a heated discussion outside of the ·Strafford
Room.
"Every issue· they're discussing becomes religious and moralistic," said Gospodarke, "and
they refuse to address the ques. tion of a woman's quality of life."

By JIM DAVIS

1 GOTTA GET OUT or THIS
MAILBOX. MY 17EOVORANi.
IS STARTING iO GIVE OUT

--STVN-<continued from page 5)
that µp to the folks in Washington," he said.
In an attempt to fight the
proposed cuts, Puglisi's com-

By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY
"MA/lal 28-UIH.iN I
(1)/lfe HJM& 70NlcHT
IF/NP JOAN!&
• IN TeARS .. II .

I

l

c::,

"SHe l1J45 IJPIA5T Nl6HT
IVITH~F/?&Y ANl?HAP
7() CALL IN S!CJ<. ATtu/Jl?.K.

JEFFmS f£EJ.J 7}(f?{)lq/NG
IJPAU,PAYANP5T/ll

!IDl'T6i:Jm
5l&&P."0

0

TMONMYlfMCH
rP tJKE T()
!Ult:£ A "'flel(50Nlll
MJ"'f'U!ASB.

"

lli1

''MARCH 29-51AUIAYON 8/JSIN&55. 11

llill
[IT

c:,

By BE_RKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
8191(.

''JOANl/3 S4YS SH&'S eXHAIJSJl;/JANPPEMORALJZe/2
I TAK£Jl:ffl<elANPT&ll
JOANl/3 THI({IUtU 5{}/e.V!V&
7HIS, Mlt ALWIYS W, THAT
ON& PAYWtiL
~
LAU6H
-~
AIJa.l{/T."

''WOMAN, 26, 5EEK5
MAN. M</5r/Je

816 IINP Pf/MIJ. ''

K/6Hr. NO ALAN
ALPll - PONllHf/e
WIMP5. 1HIINK f,()(I
~1re ovr OF 1HE
70'5, /lON'rY()(I
THINK?

SHOE

-PYRAMIDf/H,,

\

By JEFF MACNELLY
I WA~N'f OL-D,~RA'( A~D fJJJN44

W~~

l ~TA~~
~GIN~G?...

.

by Brad Anderson

MARMADUKE

mittee ·encourages students to
write letters to New England
congressmen. "We' re directing
it at them because they ultimately have the power to change the
appropriations," he explained.
The petitions are ways to
voice their concerns over student financial aid.
Governor Sununu this year
gave the University System of
New Hamphsire the largest
proposed increase ever of $16
million. "That's encouraging
and that will help," Puglisi said.
The state budget is currently
being discussd in the New
Hampshire House of Representatives.
"There should be soqie belttightening here. I think the state
has mandated that and the
University is trying to address
it," he said, "whether successfully or not, that's up to your
own opinion."

<continued from page 1)
position," he said. "if a student
or anyone else feels wronged,
I would encourage them to call
us," he said.
"This kind of thing comes so
fast," Flanders said. "You have
to keep your head about youit (the game) can't be totally
prevented."
Durham Police Lt. Donald
Vittum said the Durham Police
Department received an anonymous complaint from someone whose friend was an alleged
victim of the scheme.
But because no one has since
come forward, an investigiation
is impossible, Vittum said. "It
there's no victim, there's no
crime," he said.
Nonetheless, class B felonies
like pyramid games and other
"chain distributed" schemes can
result in an "unspecified fine
and/or one to seven years
imprisonment, according to a
statement by NH Attorney
General Stephen E. Merrill.
Sanborn said it is "hard to
say" whether a pyramid-type
scheme will return to UNH. "I
think there will be a hesitancy
, to get them started," he said.

Summer Jobs
at campfor underprivilaged 10-13
year old NH boys Nine demanding

but very rewarding weeks in unique
island-based program. Salary: 1000
plus room & board for summer.
Requires dedication and affinity
for outdoors and athletics. For info
write:

" Whose luau did you crash?"

"My horoscope said this would be one of
my worst days!"

"/extend the invitations around here."

Mayhew,
P.O. Box 120
Bristol, NH 03222

or call 603-744-6131
.c1.UOf1
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------------DISCRIMINATION----------(continued from page 1)
signed by some of the newspaper's staff to the General Assem-·
bly.
"I hope it works out for the
better. I've been quite outspoken
and I've been harassed for it,"
D'Arche said.
"Rad (D' Arche) went to the
Student Assembly at the time
of our budget proposal and made
his allegations," said Fosher.
" I understand the allegations
to be sexual harassment and
discrimination, misuse of funds,
and violation of our constitution," Fosher said.
Fosher said, "I make a flat
denial of the sexual discrimination charge, a qualified denial
of the sexual harassment charge,
and_ a flat denial about the abuse
of stipends and general f1:1nds."
"The sexual harassment
charge has its roots in a dispute
I had with a reporter over a
headline she thought was dis-

criminatory," said Fosher. "I
made some jokes she was offended by. I felt the charge was
ludicrous," he said.
Fosher said_he apologized and
he and the reporter talked
things out.
·
"If Rad had brought the
charges of constitutional violation and financial questions
to the Editorial Board, we could
have discussed and solved the
problem," Fosher said.
"I think Rad has set up the
situation where the student
government can write our const i tut ion. I don't think Rad
realizes the far-reaching complications of his allegations,"
Fosher said.
He feels what he is doing is
for the good of the paper, but
I feel he has undermined the
integrity and viability of The
Equinox news function," he said.
"I will continue to cooperate

with the investigative process
and will answer any questions
about my tenure," he said.
'Tm a newspaper person. I've
worked on newspapers since my
junior year of high school,"
D'Arc he said. "I felt that the
things here at The Equinox were
getting out of hand."
Examples of sexual harassment included "lewd comments
and jokes that weren't funny."
In one incident the business
editor was typing, and someone
not associated with The Equinox
came up behind her and pulled
down his pants, said D' Arche_.
A photo~rapher on the editorial
staff took a picture, developed
it and hung it in the corridor
outside The Equinox office,
D' Arche said.
"The business manager, Kristina Zarychta, was very recognizable in the picture," he said.
Fosher said he was aware of

the incident.
Another incident involved
other staff members·, D' Arche
said. "Some of the reporters
were told, and I quote, 'writing
sucks because you are sexually
frustrated,'" said D'Arche.
Tammy Adams, the business
manager preceding Zarychta did
no work past the midSeptember issues "because of
personal problems," but she
continued to collect her stipend,
said D' Arche.
No one at the paper addressed
the problem, he said. The billing, normally done weekly, was
allowed to pile up, and some
bills some lapsed after a certain
point, D'Arche said.
The Equinox has had three
female executive editors in the
last 15 years, hence . the sexual
discrimination charge. This
problem has been -solved since
next year's staff has been chosen

and it is half female, D ' Arche
said.
Working for The Equinox is
a credit course for some reporters. But, D' Arche said, no
record of the work is kept for
some positions.
The executive editor assigns
grades, which are then reviewed
by the newspaper advisor. The
newspaper department heads
make suggestions for grades to
the executive editor.
D' Arche said he is concerned
about the objectivity of the
executive editor and advisor.
There is potential for bias in
their judgment of work. he said.
"It's become an academic
problem and it opens the door
for the educational board," he
said ..."The grades can't be biased.
KSC Dean of Students Donald Herron was unavailable
for comment on the issue.

,.,.

-WOR LD<continued from page 7)
I felt frustrated because there
was nothing I could personally
do," she said. "This project gives
all of us a chance to relieve the
frustration and make a significant move to alleviate some of
the pain in Africa."
"The record stands for a bond
between all the strangers that
I live with on this floor and a
larger bond between us and the
world that we all put away our
differences and tried to do
something important," Pierce
said.
Resident Heide Misenheimer
said, "The only thing we all have
in common is where we live, but
what we have done together is
not just helping ourselves become closer as a floor, but were
also getting together to help ·
other people."
"This project has helped
everyone all around," said Heather Johnson.
Amy Warchofsky said, "The
record will always remind me
of this semester because the
song itself is so popular this
semester and we bought it as
a floor."
"Not only will the students
have the satisfaction of helping
the hungry, but their record will
act as a reminder of their floor
and the unique way t4ey pulled
together," Merrill said.
_ "Our hope is that this will act
as a precedent and other floors
across campus will follow our
example," she said.

-GRA NITE<continued from page 5)
which they were not responsible.
'The major problem was too
much glue in the binding,"
White said. " A couple of the
things we missed in the proofreading process got fixed the
second time around."
The reprinting cost to Taylor
Publishing Co. was about $3040,000 Splaine said, and was
finished very quickly. "They got
it ( the ·reprinting) done very
quickly so that the book could
be here faster. "
"Basically the company gave
us great service, and showed
great integrity in reprinting the
book," he said.
Anyone who bought a yearbook last year can pick it up at
the Granite Office, Room 125
of the MUB, during business
hours.

ALL THE HELP YOU NEED
TO GET THROUGH COLLEGE
OR INTO GRADUATE SCHOOL
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HBJ COLLEGE
OUTLINE SERIES
The Most Efficient Way to Study:
• complete course in outline form
• key concepts clearly explained
• extensive drill and problem-solving practice
• full-length practice exams with answers

{(
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The Key to Success:
• full-length practice exams
• detailed explanations of answers
• step-by-step test-taking strategies
• scoring charts

Study Guides
Available For:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GAE
GMAT
MCAT
MAT
LSAT
CLEP
NTE
TOEFL
NCLEX-PN

Barnes & Noble at the

0

.

HBJ TEST
PREPARATION GUIDES

HBJ College Outlines Now
-Available For:
Calculus
College Chemistry
Trigonometry
Applied Vector Analysis
Business Communication
Applied Fourier Analysis
Business Statistics
Business Law
Introduction to Fortran
Introduction to BASIC
Principles of Economics: Microeconomics
Intermediate Microeconomics

..,,M£.• .-l...f,:!Ct-'!t ~
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_____
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University of New Hampshire Bookstore

HARCO URT BRACE JOVANO VICH, PUBLISHERS
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CYN, SUE, K_ATH, LEE-Syrac use was
awesome! What a wild roadtrip-we we're
all over the place-Kath's tacky tourist photo
sessions, Suey's favorite part of the trip
(Baskin Robbins); Lee's perverted gummy
bears; Cyn's incredible map reading and
prince's spastic hips. We finally found the
go!den arches, but last Kath's voice. Next
time we'll remember a knife for the peppersoni. Get psyched for April's roadtrip
to UZ. Did anyone effa tell you-you all
look maahevelous. Kimba
Rhonda (or is it Rhonda?)-T hanks for the
phone call and visit in January. I didn't think
that being unkind and inconsiderabe were
inborn traits of yours. See you on the Greek
Isles. Matt

CLASSIFIED

Juniors, get ready for next year's interviews
and start thinking about your career
wardrobe now. Statistics show that applicants dressed in their right colors are more
likely to be offered the job. Take advantage
of this special opportunity. Color consultant
with internationally known company coming to campus April 9th and 10th offering
a special student rate of $49/person . For
an appointmen t or more info. call Kim at

868-6043.
To. the Flock: This is to offically state that
we had a great time. It isn't often we get
to see you in a dress. I'm glad we didn't
may have been underdressed,
clash.
but we had the right attitude. Thanks J,
D and T.B.

we

FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM AID parttime now, continue part-time summer
session and all of next academic year .
Assist with all aspects of Field Experience
Program: Student intake screening, assistance and referral; Employer contact
and position developmen t; prepare and
product publicity and brochures. Office
clerical work and computer entry. $4 .00
hr (CWS helpful but not necessary .)
Contact: Field Experience, Verrette House,
Campus 862-1184.

IT'S SAD WHEN SOMEONE can't call to
say thank you-or to let one know they're
still 'alive' & when a gift of friendship is
ignored. The saddest consequence of all
is that someone has lost what could have
been a very nice friendship .

Myth "Rapists are impulsive and motivated
by uncontrollable desire." Fact: Over 70%
of all rapes are planned. Both victim and
place are usually decided on before hand.

To whose mailbox is may concern : We're
sorry, we got carried away-we weren't
responsible for our actions. Love, the White
Out Vandals.

To My Friends of K-5 & K-6, as well as the
associate members of the third floor elite,
thanks for a great weekend ... To those that
I missed visiting (Lucas, Penny, etc.) Sorry,
But I'll Catch you next time. With Love,
M.H.K.

Don't miss this opportunity! Today is the
deadline to enter the MUB Student Talent
Show. Valuable prizes will be awarded, plus
a chance to compete nationally. Inquire
at the Office of Student Activities, Room
126, MUB.
JAY---The mimosa 's were great and the
room service was great company. Tell mom
her bagel recipe is superb. Who's your
buddy, who's your pal? Thanks! Love Betsy,
Daphne, and Lisa
Do you feel almost right? but...not quite
pulled together? Add poise and confidence
through personal development seminars.
Six sessions include physical and social
poise, and mode preparation . ARISTON
Modeling Agency P.O. Box 1724 Dover,
NH 03820.
HI GIRLFRIEND!!!HI GIRLFRIEND!!!HI
GIRLFRIEND!!!
ATTENTION !! Want a great place to
live.along with a great roommate . I have
a new 2 bedroom apartment completely
furnished , located only 3 miles from
campus in Lee . Available immediately !!
$200/per mo. plus utilities. (Prefer female)
Please contact Cindy Jupp 659-67755 or
Gale 659-5932.

better than ever"
Love ya

E.D. A very 'personal ' hello! Bridget
AH: You are obviusly A-1 material. This
is for all the stressful times you have helped
us through . You make a great dinner also.
Take care of yourself.

K,K, &B

Jim B. you 're a fantastic little brother.
TO ALL OF YOU who helped make my
Emmaus weekend a very special timeTHANK YOU! The memories I've made will
be with me forever & you'll be a part of them.
Thanks again . Love, Sheryl P.

for posing
as Queen Elizabeth
Reigning at
Fairchild 309;
Her true Palace
is T-School.

Paula-Bear , Word of wisdom from the
elephant: " What 'cha do that for? " I love
you & thank you so much for the time &
effort you gave to make my weekend so
great. What more can I say?
Emmaus V People-It was great' Let's not
lose the spirit. Remember, among the many
th ingsm the balloon & the gift of laughter
it exemplifies.

Th e GRANITE is no w
acc ept ing app lica tion s for the foil owi ng pos itio ns:
--S po rts Edi tor
--L ite rar y Ed ito r-- --- Se nio r Sec tion Co ord ina tor ·--Bus ine ss Ma nag er· --- -_Off ice Ma na ger --Ad ver tisi ng Ma na ger --Pho to Ed ito r-Pick ·u ·p ari app licat ion on.t he door
of the GRA NIT E offic e, Roo m 125, MUB
Dea dlin·e for app lican ts is Tue sday , April 9
Plea se retu rn app licat ions to the Gra nite offiq e
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Summer Subletters Wanted-FURNISHED
TWO BEDROOM APT IN DURHAM AT THE
COOPS. RENT NEGOTIABLE. CALL 8681116
Summer Sublet- 2 spaces available (females only) in Main St. Durham apartment.
Gorgeous apt- you'd ·love to live here! Call
or Contact Amy or Amy at 18 Main St. Apt.
2, 868-7558. $200 mo/each.
2 Roommates needed to share bedroom
in Davis Court apartment. Rent is 195/mo
heat and hot water incl. Only 5 min. walk
to campus. Nonsmoker s only. Please
contact Laura or Gina at 868-2966.
Looking for two roommates for 85-86
school year. On Mill Pond Ad. Behind the
new bank on way to Newmarket. If interootod call 868 631 0

Classified

SUMMER WORK-STU DY JOBS ON CAMPUS- A number of summer jobs will be
available for students eligible for workstudy, at the UNH Dairy Bar. Jobs include
waiting on guests and fast food cooking .
Ideal for students taking summer school
· courses . Get details from Financial Aid
Office, or call Dairy Bar manager at 8621006 in afternoon after 1:30.

FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM AIDE.
Begin part-time now, continue part-time
summer session and all of next academic
year. Assist with all aspects of Field
Experience Program: Student intake screening. assistance, and referral; Employer
contact and position development; prepare

/\ck for Linda or Sandi

and p,oduoc publicity and b,oohu,c~;

Office clerical work and computer entry.
$4.00/hr (CWS helpful but not necessary).
Contact: Field Experience Office, Verrette
House. Campus, 862-1184

Room for rent in Dover Apartment. Close
to Kari-van route. $100.00 per month plus
utilities . $50.00 per month during the
summer. For additional information, all 7491899.
WANTED: Small house or apartment for
the 1985-86 school year-willin g to sign
longterm (up to 3 years) lease. Adult, full
time UNH student with one daughter ( 13)
and small, well behaved dog and cat. Willing
to pay substantial security. Must be in
Oyster River School District. (Durham, Lee
or Madbury) Call Pat 659-6821.
Faculty Residence available for 85/86
Academic Year. Fully furnished restored
colonial, 2 bedrooms, 1½ baths, living room,
dining room , eat in kitchen , st.udy. Wood
stoves and oil heat. Perfect for Visiting
Faculty, 10 minutes to campus , on Karivan route. $600 per month plus utilties .
Call 659-3537 .
For Rent small room in large sunny apt.
4 bedroom large kitchen living room &
storage. $150/month , inc. heat & hot water,
elec $6-10 mo. 1 block from Kari-van. Rent
neg. security, avail April 1st.
Summer Roommate wanted to share sunny
almost new 2 bedroom apt 2 miles from
campus . Senior student preferred . Earl ier
occupanc y possible , your share
$200 / month plus utilities. Call 659 -5932.
Newmarke t-Two newly renovated 4-room
apartments $500 / mo . plus utilites. Lease,
secur ity references required. Park ing .
Available April 1st. Leave message 6593142.
Faculty Residence availab le for 85-86
Academic Year . Fully furnished restored
colonial , 2 bedrooms 1 ½ baths, li ving room ,
dinign room , eat in ki tchen , study . Wood
stoves and oil and heat. Perfect for visiting
faculty. 10 minutes to campus on Kari-van
route . $600 per month plus util ities. Call
659-3537.
Cape Cod Hyann is-Beach or town . Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen privileges
double occupancy. Apts , cottages , season
only. $55 week & up . Call Ed 1-617 -7781158 or Ceil 1-617-438-8151 . Hurry (keep
trying.)
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Avialable
for 1985-86 academic year . Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $850
per semeste.r, including utilities. Call 8682217, after 4 p.m.
SUMMER SUBLET -Dover, own room
furnished, near K-van route, off street
parking, duplex shared with 3 others, nonsmoking femal preferred, $150/mont h
(negotiable ) plus utilities. Call Deb, Jen
pr Jill 749-2910 evenings.
Cape Cod Hyannis-Be ach or town. Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen privileges
double occupancy. Apts, cottages, season
only. $55 week & up. Call Ed 1-617-7781158 or Ceil 1-617-438-8151 . Hurry (keep
trying.)
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1970 Ford Van. Bed, stove, heater. No rust
runs great. $1,400 or best offer. Call Andy
2-2009 days, 224-0587 nights.

Earn money and work on Fortune 500
companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
We give references. Call 1-800-243-6679

FOR SALE '71 Mercury Montego V-8 A.C.
Harldly any rust. New battery 6 tires, 2 of
them brand new. Cheap reliable, transportation. Must sell to pay summer tuition.
Call 742-0082 afternoons and evenings.

Alaska Summer Employmen t! Excellent
opportunities to make good money. Fisheries, parks, construction and much more!
1985 employmen t information pamphlet.
$5.95 Alas co, Box 30752, Seattle, Wash
98103
Summer Work-Study Jobs on CampusA number of summer jobs will be available
for students eligible for work-study, at the
UNH Dairy Bar. Jobs include waiting on
guests and fast food cooking. Ideal for
students taking summer school courses.
Get details from Financial Aid Office, or
cal Dairy Bar Manager at 862-1006 in
afternoon after 1:30.
HAWAII-FT . LAUDERDA LE-CALIFO RNIA-VAIL- ASPEN-B AHAMAS YOU
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYWHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING
YOU WANT - NOWI ARE YOU EARNING
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE
TO SUPPLEME NT YOUR INCOME?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPRESENT PRODUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE
PROUD OF? JOIN THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYWHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1 ,000$25,000 PER MONTH' NO TRAVELIN GNO DOOR TO DOOR- WORD OF MOUTH
IS THE KEY! PRODUCTS HAVE A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE MONEY NOWI ASK ME HOWi CALL 868-1482
FOR AN INTERVIEW .
Town of Durham Publi c Works Department
wants employees to assist in general publ ic
,works maintenanc e and constructio n
projects for the summer . Work to begin
in May . Full time employmen t for the
summer. Must be available for the entire
summer-M ay 27th or earlier through
August 30th and must be 18 years of age.
$4.76 / hr. Applications avai,able at Town
Office until May 3, 1985. THE TOWN OF
DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMAT IVE ACTION/EQUA L OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY-

ER.
Earn money and work of Fortune 500
Companies ' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
We give references. Call 1-800-243-6679
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1978 Dastun Pick-up . Great little truck .
High miles,.but well cared for by one owner.
Blue longbed with cap. New battery good
tires. little rust , am-fm cassette. Always
starts. runs well. $1,800 or best offer. 4308311 (eves) 926-4857 (days)

CAMERAS FOR SALE! All in excellent

condition including instructions . Yashica
FX-3 Supra _with 50 _mm f/2.0 lens$125 .00; Contax 13.9 Quartz with 50 mm
f/ 1.7 lens-$200 .00; Olympus 017-25,
black body only-$200 .00. Call Dave at
749-9311 anytime (leave message on
machine.)

BETH!! HAVE A MERAY BIRTHDAY !
_C_H_EE_A_S_!_E_rik_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MINORITY SUMMER INTERN. Major company, Mancnesler, NH area. MarKeung ana
sales support. Pay approx. $10/hr. Open
to Administration or any interested major.
Must be member of defined minority group.
Contact Field Experience. Verrette House,
862-1184 by April 5, 1985.
BARTENDE RS AND WAITRESSES . No
experience needed. Positions available
now and for summer. Apply in person
between 7-8 p.m. Hours open :· 6 p.m .-1
a.m. Old Farm PUB, 34 Locust St.. Dover.
NH 742-9808.
MINI FEST 1985 Look for signs MAKE
PLANS!!

74 VW Karman Ghia 100,000 miles, rusty,
but reliable. Diehard battery, new clutch,
new muffler, good tires. $400. Call Paul
evenings 868-7472.
FOR SALE: A Classic! 1969 Galaxy 500
Ford, 2 door 72,000 miles. $500 or best
offer-must sell by May. Call Tom at 8681115 between 5-7 evenings.
Transporat ion can be fun! 1980 TR-7
convertible under 37,000 miles-Briti sh
racing reen. !J-speed, AC, stereo, economical, 4 cylinder, excellent condition. $5,000
firm, call 472-5350.
Must sell immediately-1973 Toyota Corolla
wagon. $350 or best offer. Call 868-6148
nights.
FO_R SALE: Full length natural muskrat coat
with racoon collar. Excellent condition ,
Size 15/ 16. $2,000 or best offer. Call after
5 p.m. 603-332-9174.
WANTED : 1975 OPEL SPORT WAGON
SEEKS EXCITING INDIVIDUA L WITH
PREFERENCE FOR LIFE IN THE FAST
LANE!! I'm looking for someone with a
sense of adventure and a tendency to live
life on the wild side. Buy NOW ... while the
price is reasonably low and negotiable.
$400 or 8.0 . Call 868-5823 or 431-0109
evenings.
CHEAP, RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION ,
'73 Vega runs great. $500, call 7 49-5327
eves and a.m.
Plane ticket from Boston to Tucson , AZ .
Usually $365, $175 or best offer. Must know
by April 20. all 497-2269. Ticket good until
end of May.
FOUR BEDROOM CAPE , RURAL DISTRICT, DEAD END STREET. WOOD HEAT
APPROX. $400/YR WITH FHW BACKUP.
EXCELLE NT CONDITIO N . ELEM.
SCHOOL SAME STREET, CLOSE ACCESS
TO HIGHWAYS AND MALLS. $65,000. Call
after 5 PM 332-9174 (Gonic)
1981 Chevy Chevette, Diesel. 5-speed 40
mpg; 56,000 miles; sunroof $2000 or best
offer. Also 150 cm Dynastar skis with
Tyrolia 60 binding $50 or best offer. Call
603-622-9335

Summer Jobs- Program Coordinator (playEXCITING 1974 BUICK LESABRE LOOKground) , Tennis Instructor, Summer Day
ING FOR PERSON WITH EQUALLY EXCamp Counselor, maintenanc e laborer, · CITING PERSONALITY AND TRAVELING
swimming instructor/lif eguard, swimming
PLANS! Buy NOW ...while the price is
pool attendant. $4.66 to $5.14/hr. Contact
reasonabley low and negotiable $500 or
Dover Rec Dept at 742-5718. The city of
B.O. Call 868-5823 or 431-0109 evenings.

Dover ; s : . ; ; : M y e~pl~
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SPORTY CAR. 1979 Dodge Omni 024 for
sale. White with red racing stripes. Excellent
shape. No rust at all. Runs gerat! Only
$1,700 or b/o. Call Nancy at 742-3445
anytime before 1O p.m.
Car Stero, Clarion 5550A deck, Daytron
30W /Channel Amp. Alpine
6001 6 x 9
speakers. $250. Call Andy _
2 2009 days,
224-0587 nights.

Responsibe adult needed to babysit 2
children Fri-2-11, Sat 2-11, and Sun 2-12.
$70.00 Call 7 49-1863 between 11 am-1 pm.

m

SU_MMER FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE for participating majors in CEPS. LA.
LS&A, and WSBE . Meaningful, paid employment relating to your major and
participatio n in Field Experience . Don't
delay. Contact Field Experience. Verrette
ous ,_862-1184.

FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota Corolla Delux, - -weed Decorations for a French
lnterna4 door Sedan A.M.-F.M. Stereo-exc ellent
tional Dinner: flags. posters, artifacts,
condition . New exhaust system. battery
etc ..Dinner is April 13. Please contact Stacy
is one year old. One owner - $1,795. Call
or Chris at the Faculty Center 2-1320.
862-1310 during the day or 742-3208 after
Anything would be greatly appreciated.
p.m.
TYPING SERVICE: Retired secretary.
HONDA CB400F Motorcyt:!e "400-Four"
Experienced in all types of class papers.
Low mileage. Excellent condiiton (new tires,
Will correct spelling and grammar. Located
new battery). asking $775. Call Bob 659walking distance to campus. Call Anita,
2596 (evenings)
8_6_8_-7_0_7_8._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FOR SALE: 1973 Custom Dodge Coronet.
_LO_S_T_&_F_O_U_N_D_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dark blue with black vinyl top. 318 Enging
LOST -Blue wool cap, label inside: Ep(8 cylinder; 2 will low compressio n) Deitome. Reward. Leave cap in Ham Smith
pendable. One set of snows. air conditionEnglish office by April 11 .
ing. Asking $500 or best offer. For more
information call Scott at 749-4719.

Overseas Jobs-Summer. yr. round. Europe,
South America, Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sight seeing . Free Info.
Write IJC, PO Box 52-NH, Corona Del Mar,
Ca. 92625

"GHETTO LIFE" TWO FEMALE ROOMATES NEEDED FOR FALL 1985. 22
GARRISON 868-6173. JONATHAN.
Please sublet my house this summer. 71
Madbury Road. Only $140 per month. Call
Michelle at 868-9791 or 2-1603.
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SUMMER HOUSE-SITTER Responsible
graduate student will maintafn and/ or
repair your house while you're away. 26
years old. single, very handy, non-smoker,
no pets. Very flexible. For peace of mind
this summer. Call JIM AT: 430-2273 AFTER
6 P.M.
T ASk is sponsoring a three-part minicourse. "Strengthen Your Research Paper
Skill." Part 1-Defining a Topic and Developing a Thesis Statement . Part 2Accessing lnformatin in the Library. Part
3-Organizin g and Writing the Research
Paper. Thursdays. April 4. 11 & 18, 12:302:00 Dimond Ubra Am

To Dirk and Ted the dancing machines.
Thanks for a great time. Sperrhead and
Speck
TAR BABY BIKETRIP!! We handled the
waves in the keys, even with solidly built
boats like the TAR BABY. Let's get together
for a 2-day bike trip in Central Vermont.
Trip will leave Friday evening, April 26. Bike
37 miles on Saturday, 30 miles on Sunday.
Alison you can make another album from
this trip. Diane, bring your 3 cameras and
I'll provide the dramamine . Jim , want to
make another movie? This si going to be
a great trip!! Anyone that went on the Florida
Keys sailing trip, please try to make it this
weekend . We still have a lot of beer left
over from the last trip, so bring a spare water
bottle cage. Anyone who wants to get away
from Durham for a weekend and meet some
great people should plan to go on this trip.
See the sign-up sheet outside of the Outing
Club office . Trip limit is fifteen so hurry!
Call me.if you have any qyuestions:- Rob
742-9342.
SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE for participating majors in CEPS, LA,
LS&A and WSBE. Meaningful, paid employment relating to your major and particpation
in Field Experience. Don 't delay. Contact
Field Experience , Verrette House , 8621184 . .
E.D.-A very 'personal' Hi' I miss you. Love

-8
MINI-DORM FESTIVAL Sat, April 27. Live
entertainment ALL DAY
BETH ANN - HAPPY BIRTHDAY! TOO
BAD FOR YOU ANDREW THAT YOU MISS
IT BY A FEW DAYS! (ONLY KIDDING!!) THE
BIG DAY IS HERE! HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEND IN HARTLAND . LOVE YACHRIS AND CHRIS
SPRINGTIM E IS HERE! Get your dog
groomed by Thompson School Students
for low low prices. Call 862-1025 to make
an appontment from Mon.-Fri 8:30-4:30.
Spence & Co.You guys were marvelous
last Saturday, at least what we saw of you.
Congrats for winning Division II. Good luck
in Division i tomorrow in Springfiedl! The
Women with Bad Timing & Co. (Any extra
room on theam bus?)
Dear Cyrus, Oskar and Max. Just wanted
to tell you all how much I love you and need
you. Have faith and trust in us. all four of
us and we'll be okay. I love you, Karen
Just a little personal to say thanks for being
such awesome friends and I love ya! Karen,
Dari, Lynn, Sheri, Tina and Cathie! From
the frustrated pledge who loves biscuits!
P.S. 3b, can't forget you-you guys are
awesome too!
SAMUAi BANSHEE!!!
Music Marathan D.J . Service available for
weddings, parties, dances. 207 -698-5678.
Ask for Keith.
Attractive? Full of character? Send photo
and resume to AAISTON Modeling Agency
PO Box 1724, Dover. NH 03820.
Congratulat ions Theta Chi Little Sisters!
Love Spanky, He-man. Junior. Jumpin' Jim

n

·
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YOUNG RELIGIOUS UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS are meeting!! Call Kim 2-1678.
VOTE April 9 & 10 Deanne EITHER and
Jeff FOY Student Body President and
Student Body Vice President.
SUE, I'm psyched to go to your house for
Easter! You 're the best roommate/f riend
I could ask for. Remember. one of these
days. everything will go our way. XOXO
Andrea.
Hey Mario from Phi Alace . Way to dodge
those hurdles ..We thought your sport was
basketball not "track." NES and SMS
Dirk, Ted and Rod-You guys are just too
"GO" especially with those shades.
HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE
BASED NUTRITION AL SYSTEM FROM
CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
OA K!;!;P YOU AT TH!; W!;IGHT YOU

NEED AND GET HEAL THY WHILE YOU
DO IT! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
$10-$360 weekly/up mailing circulars!
No bosses/quo tas! Sincerely interested
rush self-addres sed envelope! Mailers
Association Dist AA-7CEG, PO Box 470,
Woodstock. IL 60098.
The Easter Bunny is now taking orders for
jellybean bouquets-5 latex balloons and
1 /2 lb. of jellybeans -$4.50/$6. 50 delivered. You'll find him at Postcripts.
Myth "Women are raped by strange men
in dark alleys." Fact: Most rapists are
"friends" of their victims. Half of all rapes
happen in the victim's home.
Make someone happy, send them a
jellybean bouquet from Postrcripts. 5 latex
balloons and 1 /2 lb. jellybeans $4.50/$6.50 delivered.
DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITION AL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORN IA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN
FEELING! ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTH AT THE SAME
TIME! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL_
868-1482.
REDIRECTION~A Christian ministry seeking to help those in homosexual bondage
to freedom through Jesus Christ. Come
to one of our weekly closed meetings.
Please write to Redirection Mnistries c/o
Faith Christian Center, PO Box 4544,
Manchester, NH 03108.
Shadow, I'm lonely come play with me.
Wench (Theta Chi)
NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS?
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA YOU CNA LOSE 12-29 LBS A MONTH
ONI 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
To the Phi Mu sisters who woke up for us
and the pledges. Thanks for a good time!
Wench had fun' - Theta Chi.
Seniors-ne ed help putting together your
wardrobe to ace that interview? Learn the
colors that will help you dress for success.
The professiona l edge for both men and
women! Color consultant with internationally known company coming to campus
April 9th and 10th offering a special student
rate of $49 per person . Consultant s
scheduled in groups of two. For an appointment or more info. call Kim at 868-6043.
COLOR ANALYSIS AND BEAUTY FACIALOnly $20.00 find out your natural skin tone
colors, best make up shades, how to color
coordinate your wardrobe. Be - happier
this spring. For appointment call 659-2268
or 431-1979.
Do you ever notice how some .people
always look well put together? Come learn
their secret. It's not all looks, it's color. Color
analysis will make the difference for you.
Color Consultant with interna1ionally company coming to campus April 9th and 10th
offering a special student rate at $49 per
person. Consultations scheduled in groups
of two. For an appointmen t or more
information. call Kim at 868-6043.
Matt. Jay and Brian-You suply the mat,
we'll supply the Wesson Oil, and we'll be
all set for our "Strip Twister" match. Doesn't
that sound like more fun than "Tag Team·
Twister?!" D,B. and L

.
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YOU DON'T·HAVE.
TO FEEL ·GUILTY
ABOUT HAVING AN
7,\J~. ABORTION.. ·..
. j!fY

Let your child live-we'll help you.

•

If you or someone you care about
is going through an unwanted pregnancy, please think twice about the
right thing to do. The men who made the
laws saying you can kill your unborn child
won't have to deal with the consequences of
your actions, you will. We love you and your
child and want ,to help you in any way we
can. Please get in touch. with us right
away. You can never restore a life
that's gone.
r·

For help contact:
New Testament Christian Fellowship

•868-7498
or

•749-0552

For some free literature about abortion and _the alternatives,
or information on how you can· help, write to:
National Communication Services-

-Box 1210 ·
. Lindale, TX 75771-1210
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DeCrotea u field specialist for women's track
By Robin Stieff
Wendy DeCroteau, co-captain
of the.University of New Hampshire women's track team, has
developed into a field specialist
extraordinaire. The Clearwater,
Fla. native competes in four
events: the discus, shot put, 20pound weight, and hammer. She
can throw the 20-pound weight
44 feet. She has mastered the .
hammer technique. And she
holds school records in bgth

events.
"Wendy came as a freshman
in '81 and-started training with
us that fall," says Nancy Krueger, head coach of the womens'
team. "There was no throwing
coach assistant that season and
the athletes were left to practice
on their own a lot of the time."
DeCroteau left the team in
December of her freshman year,
and rejoined the following fall.
"I decided to stop because I was

working and couldn't handle
school and track ,!t the same
time," says DeCroteau.
The 20-pound weight, a ball
connected by a short chain to
a triangular handle, and the
hammer, a nine-pound weight
on the end of a two-and-onehalf foot wire, were added to
the traditional discus and shot
put events already in the New
England field program, to give
the weight throwers more variety.
"She has excelled in these two
new events ·SO far this season,
but the weather has restricted
her performance in the discus,"

panion, Denise Houseman, left
her uneasy earlier this year, with
the lack of familiar field specialists.
"George watches every throw
during practice and critiques it.
He says, 'we're working for the
feel'," she says. DeCroteau
practices for technique, not for
distance. and adds, "A good
practice is when you're in balance, you feel strong, and you
feel good when the weight
leaves your hand. You know
you're _ doing the technique
right."
Krueger says, "Wendy is good
at taking information in and

Krueger aaya.

procc:s:sing it. She doc:,u't ~ct

not go home for spring vacation;
she just enjoyed the sun this past
weekend. She explains, "I came
to UNH for the snow and cold
weather. I wanted a change."
DeCroteau wants to stay in New
England and is looking for a job
in NH.
A multi-talented athlete, she
also enjoys cross-country skiing
and bicycling. "I enjoy watching
field hockey and lacrosse, and
I go to all of the men's hockey
games," DeCroteau says with
enthusiasm.
DeCroteau placed fourth in
the ECAC 20-pound weight
event this year and holds the
school record of 44 feet.
In the hammer throw, she
placed third in the ECAC last
year and holds the school record
of 121.9 feet. Last year's New
England outdoo~ champion, she
hopes to repeat her performance and become the Eastern
champion this year as well.
DeCroteau would like to qualify for the Eastern and the New
Englands in discus this spring.
She needs 124 feet and 118 feet
respectively, in order to do so.
Krueger is confident DeCrotea u will qualify. "I think she
can hit 122.5. Her experience
should help, she should feel
relaxed, and she knows her
competition," she says. Krueger
would ·like the senior to leave
UNH with a new personal
record.
"Wendy has the qualities of
a dedicated athlete. Coming into
our program, she was a mediocre performer, but she has
spent day after day doing skills
anµ mastering techniques in
order to become the good com- petitor that she is," says Krueger.
The coach chose DeCroteau
as co-captain because of her
dedication to her own perfor~ance ahd to the program.

DeCroteau, 22, began field frustrated." Throwing involves
sports in the eighth grade at a combination of individual
Clearwater Country Catholic movements and total body
High School. While playing awareness. Though the discus
softball, she was introduced to may be released properly, the
the discus by her physical ed- stance may nor- be correct,
ucation teacher. She continued decreasing the throw's total
competing in that event along distance.
with the shot put throughout
A physical education major
high school, and she still holds with a teacher's certification
school records in those events.
option, DeCroteau is presently
The 5'-8" senior lifts weights student teaching kindergarten
four days a week and throws two through fifth grade at Mastway
or three days a week as part of Elementary School in Lee, N.H.
her training regimen. Her hour- Gymnastics and track are her
long lifting workout includes two spring courses.
such lifts as squats, deadlifts,
She enjoys the young boys and
bench-presses and flies.
girls because "they really listen
One of the only two women and are more interested than
throwers, DeCroteau practices those at the high school level,"
with the five members of the she says. DeCroteau just finmen's team and weight coach ished coaching skiing, volleyball
George Liset. "I've gotten used and floor hockey at Dover High
to it, although in the beginning School.
UNH's Wendy DeCroteau(above) practicing the 20-pound
it was hard," says DeCroteau.
DeCroteau would like to teach
weight throw.(Bob Arsenault photo)
The recent graduation of her physical education, specifically
friend and fellow training com- track, at the high school lev'el
after she graduates. "I can't see
myself getting into any higher
levels of competition," she
notes. "I would mainly like to
get
into coaching." She would
By Bob Arsenault
of Kaki Seibert, Dom St. Pierre, 400m intermediate hurdles
The women's track team will Perkins, and Kerins will be where she is expected to do well. like to join a track and field club
start off its season tomori:_ow going after the outdoor school
Junior distance runner Mau- if there is one in her vicinity.
The tanned-face Floridian did
a't Springfield with a small, but record in that event which is reen_Connors will be running
solid group of athletes.
9: 11.6. Seeing as this group the 3000m, 5000m or 10000m
"We have 18 people on the already broke 9:10 indoors this this year although she is verroster who can really do some- year, it probably won't be a long satile enough to run a leg of the
thing for us," said Coach Nancy time until they rewrite the 4x800m if necessary. "Mo can
Krueger, "and Sally Perkins and outdoor record book, too.
run just about any of the distance
Jeanne Kerins both should be
As individuals, · these four and middle distance events,"
back by the B.C. Relays on April runners are also extremely said Coach Krueger.
18.'~ At present, Perkins is competitive. Seibert has run a • Michelle Cochran, the team's .
rehabilitating from an ilio tibial 4:38 1500m and is in pursuit of strongest sprinter, will once By Jon Kinson
played against an equal or better
strain that has acted up since the present .school record of again be running the 200m and
The UNH men's volleyball team we have come back from
she started running outdoors 4:3-2.48 in that even. Seibert _400m. She will be joined by team plays in the New England a 6-0 deficit. They (the tealll)
while Kerins is nursing a quad is also only 1 ½ seconds off Aleshia Davis and sophomore Collegiate Volleyball League get really tense and then they
- strain.
Nancy Scardina's 800m record newcomer Terry Dexter, all of (NECVL) _Division I champion- know they have to come back
In the field events, UNH will of 2: 11.92 set in 1982.
whom could qualify for the New ships tomorrow at -Springfield and they do it,". added Dowdell.
have three reliable point scorers.
Pierre, a freshman, and Ker- Englands.
College. - ·
·
Coach Dowdell also had
Rochelle Boothroyd, a freshman ins, a sophomore,_are both very
All in .all, it looks to be
The Wildcats qualified when praise for a lot of the nonlong jumper who leaped 16'1 l" strong 800m runners who will another solid ·year for the Wild- they and·Tufts finished one and _starters. "Starting this year ·we
during the winter season, should be changing events · to make up cat's track team. "As a team we'd two in ihe Division II Cham- have 16 people coming out, in
improve in spring.
for the lack of numbers on the like to be no lower than sixth pio11ships last week. Here they the past volleyball teams have "We've taught Rochelle the team. St. Pierre will certainly ~t the New Englands this year will meet powerful squads from had only six people show. This
hitch-kick taking one and a half be one to watch in the 3000m and maybe move up to fourth MIT, Northeastern, BC and BU. year I don't have enough unisteps while in the air-and she after all the speed work she has or fifth," Coach Krueger con- The championship set up into· forms. I would like to acknowlhas t~ken to it very well," said done in preparation for the half eluded.
two leagues with the partici- edge this dedication by these
Coach Krueger.
and Kerins will be running the
pants playing two 11 point people. It takes a lot of time.
Hammer thrower Wendy
games with every member of Some guys haven't been able to
DeCroteau will be looking to
their league. The ·two teams play and some haven't even
break her own personal best of
with the best record for each worn a uniform against ari
122'5".Joining her in the throw(continued from page 24 )
league moves onto the playoffs. opponent. Jeff O'Hearn and Ed .
ing events as an unattached go from a concept to a game," training well."
"We will make it to the semi- Sharon are two such dedicated
athlete will be Junior College she said. "We have to recognize
The women make a southern finals. We are a team that is players. They keep coming to_
transfer Kathy Ross. Ross, who -·fl play when we see it, but we swing this weekend to face-off peaking at the end ofour season. practice but have seen limited
has thrown 40' in high school, also have to know when to come against two of the best women's Other teams peaked too soon. time in games."
will become .eligible to panic- off a set play and ·see· whaf s teams of the south, Maryland Our attitude and skill right now
Dowdell also praised Tom
ipate as a UNH athlete in open."
and James Madison. Both are are the best they have been all Swett, John Fulreader and Matt
January of next year.
"We have a 'short season. teams which are, according to: . year," said head coach Chris Chin for their dedication. Next
Sophomore Sandy Richter Learning techniques, concepts Didio, "up there in the rank- Dowdell.
·
year UNH will definitely be in
will have a difficult time dupliand all un~er pressure is a)Qt. ings.'' _Maryland i_s <;urrently
UNH has already met a lot Divison I and Dowdell is coneating her performance last All that in a game_:_span of one ranked second in the country.
of the competition before. The fident these players will pick
s·p ring when she broke the month is difficult to attain; we
"It's realistic to think that we Wildc_ats have beaten MIT, split up the slack.
,- ·
school record in the javelin 4 have to work even harder.'\ " . : ·ean. split," she says. "It's going with BU and played;well losing
Steve Gold and Scott Reid are
times. The record, for the mo'Tm always pleased w,ith pur to take a ton of work and a lot very closely to Northeastern.
playing in their last games fdr
ment, stands at 138'2". "She'll team because r appreciate how of pre·s sure;J,ut it's realistic.
"Everyone is pret'ty even, so UNH. Each will represe0:t
probably throw 140-144' in our hard they work. We don't get
"You have to play the best ·whoever is hot can wfo it. A lot UNH for an all-star match to.
first meet," said Coach Krueger. scrimmages and down south to recognize how good you are," of it is attitude about coming b~ played on April 13th alo-ng
Ori the track is where UNH experience, but we try to equal- said Didio, " ... and realize how back, and we are proving to be with others selected from eacp
sµould ga.ther most of thejr __ ii_e our limi~s bf---= ~ o o d you can become.'' .. _ . . , .acomeback t~a.m," ~aid Dpwdf:IL . te_am. . . ,
_ -: . _. ~ ... · .:

Women's track season opens

Men's volleyball
after Div .I title

is
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Sports
•
UNH cycling team wins
at Worcester
By Carlos E. Alvarez
The UNH Cycling Team beat
a field of 10 teams to take first
prize at WPI Sunday, as they
did last year. Amazingly, they
did it with a completely new
men's A team and only three
returning riders on the women's
and men's B teams. Also sweetening the victory was the fact
that the competition was considerably improved over last

were content waiting to see if
they could hold the lead for the
remainder of the race. When
it became evident that she would
win if UNH did not coun~efattack, Benoit started pushing
bigger gears and easily caught
and passed her exhausted opponent 8 miles into the 15 mile
race.
Before the race was over, the
three leaders had lapped the

year's.

pcloton c1nd the wo1u

Finishing second and third
behind UNH were Princeton
and Harvard.
While in the past UNH has
depended on veterans to power _
the team to success at the
Eastern Championships (placing seventh, fourth and second
the last three years), this year's
squad is putting much more
pressure on less experienced
cyclists. The proven riders rode
as well as expected, but the race
Sunday was equally won by
untested riders. Anne Benoit,
Tom Thurston and Dave Barrows contributed greatly with
very little racing experience
behind them.
The team still affords the
luxury of a national class leader,
Dave Thibeault. Thibeault left
UNH last year to attend the
Olympic Training Center in
Colorado and is back with the
added honor of having a spot
on the prestigious Cannondale
Team for the national racing
circuit in the summer. The other
experienced leaders for the men
are Steve Bellefeuille and Bob
Campbell, who are teammates
on the Boston Road Club in the
summer. Both these riders are
prominent in regional racing
and threaten to break into the
national level at any time. For
the women, the experience lies
in the hands of Laurel Erickson,
a proven veteran.
In the women's race at Worcester, Erickson and Benoit
attacked early with a strong
rider from URI and managed
to drop everyone on the first
lap of the .8 mile circuit. On the
next lap the URI racer jumped
hard on the steepest hill of the
course and soon had a 30 yd. lead
on the two UNH wo~en, who

the course was, "Oh no, here
comes UNH again." Benoit won
by a huge 1 ½ minute margin and
Erickson copped third after
fighting off a challenge from
a Princeton rider on the last lap
of the race.
The men's B race fielded 70
ride rs, including ringers from
each of the 10 schools present.
Cyclist Dave Thibeault(center in white shirt) was the top UNH finisher(seventh) in the A race.
Because only the top three riders
UNH won the team title.(Kate Kallmes photo)
for each team score, if a team
has more than three or four A's, bei,ng riddled by mechanical break. Even after Farrel was even seems to thrive under these
these riders are used to get the problems all race and Ward forced to give up due to cramps conditions.
top points in the B race. The came over the line beside him from a combination of cold and
Th.e best teamwork Sunday
UNH ringers at WPI were Ben for 10th place. The big surprise an incredibly fast pace, UNH was displayed by Princeton
Thayer and Brian White. The was Thurston, who took fourth had gotten the most riders into three miles before the end of
Wildcat team, however, has with virtually no experience the break.
· the race when one ridtr broke
great depth and under different behind him.
Early in the race Bellefeuille away on the hill and his two
race conditions, the favored
The A race hosted about 25 had the honor, but misfortune teammates "blocked" for him.
riders might have been Francis regional and national caliber (because of energy expenditure) He open a small lead and
Ward (climber), Erik Froberg cyclists and was extremely fast, of single-handedly "bridging desperately held it to the finish.
(sprinter),John Hewaly or Mike 25 miles in just over an hour. the gap" to a dangerous three- The next 15 places were decided
Gemmel (both road racers).
Being the biggest team in the man break that had gotten away. by a mass sprint, where UNH
The stronger riders forced the east, UNH was able to enter the Also prominent in shaping the placed seventh (Thibeault),
pace from the gun and a 15-man most riders: Thibeault, Belle- outcome of the race, was Thi- 11th (Bellefeuille), 12th (Campbreak developed immediately, feuille, Campbell, Barrows, Bob beault. He rode at the front of bell) and 14th (Barrows). It is
holding the lead to the finish. Farrel and Brian Blondin. Blon- the pack nearly the entire race highly noteworthy that Barrows
Two chasing groups developed, din met difficulties from the and repeatedly attacked or was riding in only his second
including the following UNH start and graciously took the counter-attacked. It is going to race ever.
riders: Froberg, Gemmel, Healy, "lantern rouge" on the first lap, be a tough year for Thibeault
The next race will be tomorMatt Jenson, John Bergstresser but the other five riders all because all teams will be keying row at Yale.
and Eric Berglund. Gemmel and managed to get into the flying on him, but he is undaunted and
Jenson were both outstanding
in their chasing efforts after
having missed the break because
of poor positioning in the huge
field at the start. Because they
rode alone, they had to work By Bob Arsenault
McCabe is also at the top of the of the team's dual and tri meets.
much harder than the group in
The 46 member men's track team's shotput and discus throw- They are led by junior Todd
the field and they did extremely team will open its season Sat- ers with a heave of 49'8½" in Schwendenman who set the
well to be two of the few not urday. With only a few losses the shot and 138"11 ½" in the school recorcl in the event last
to be lapped.
year with a throw of 227'5". ·
from last year's team, the men discus.
In the break, White was should be strong for this spring.
''I'd like to hit the school
Supporting Schwendenman
running the show with a rider
. Probably the best part of this record in the discus and qualify in the javelin will be T.H.
from RPI, but his leadership squad will be the field events. for the New Englands in both Lichtman and freshman Mike
proved to be taxing by the finish, Senior Bob Connelly and Dan the disc and the hammer," said Wellington. Lichtman has
where he came in sixth in a mass • Heath, with throws of 154'6" McCabe, who is 15 feet shy of thrown 208' and Wellington,
sprint. Thayer did not complain and 136', will head the field in the 15 3' school record in the a freshman from Lee, NH,
about his ninth place finish after the hammer throw. Sophomore discus.
threw 194' while still in high
Ed McCabe will also be throwing
The UNH javelin throwers M.TRACK, page 9
the hammer for the first time. ·will also be dominant in most

·
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Men's track opener tomorrow

Women's lacrosse defeats BU

NH women's lacrosse player Mary Rogers(left) against
Dartmouth last season.(Photo ·courtesy of Sports Info.)

By Jane Mellow
The women's lacrosse team
opened its season on a high note
Wednesday with a 10-4 victory
over the Boston University
Terriers in Boston.
Though the game was scheduled to be at home, Mother
Nature sent the women to the
astroturf at BU for the third
time in three years.
And though the switch did
take away the 'Cats' home
advantage for the game, it seerris
the UNH women went undaunted.
UNH Head Coach Marisa
Didio thinks her team "handled
it very well."
"lt was out first game, but we
tried to make sure it wasn't our
first game mentally or emotionally," said Didio. "We were as
poised and settled as I've seen
us play for a first game."
"There were shades {:)f btil-,

liance and shades of unsettling
play," Didio said.
BU's Leigh Feldman opened .
the scoring with a goal 6:30 into
the first half, but UNH's Sara
Kittredge answered back just
over a minute later to tie the
game.
, The Wildcats then took the
lead as four goals were scored
within a span of six minutes,
including one by sophomore
Ann Sherer and two by secondyear player Karen Geromini.
BU's Kim Pond was then able
to tally for the Terriers at 17:00,
yet two UNH goals by sophomore Suzie Haynes and one by
Kittredge ended the half at 62.
Although Feldman was again
able to open the scoring 1 :40
into the second half and add a
third BU tally at 4: 11, four
Wildcat goals, including Kitt.r~dge's rhird, two by Haynes

and a third from Geromini, put
the lid on the game, 10-4.
"We played very well defensively," said Didio about the
game. "On attack we could have
had opportunities where we
could have scored 3-5 goals
more."
"Defense as a unit played
well; offense as a unit can do
better/' she added.
Key in this year's offensive
play are sophomore Pauline
Collins and junior Sandy Vander-Heyden, two players who,
according to Didio, will need
to involve themselves more in
the offensive unit i.q order for
UNH to become an offensive
threat.
Yet Didio is neither planning
nor projecting the rest of her
season on the outcome of this
one game.
"We' re trying to organize. We
W.LAX, page 23

